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Sometime within the next several years, th~ first
American will soar into orbit around the earth. He wIll be
sealed in a small, cone-shaped spacecapsule mounted atop ~n

Atlas missile. The missile will climb 100 miles in. less th.an SIX
minutes, where the capsule will disengage and go mto orbIt. The
man will be alone in space.

The vehicle for this historic voyage is already in production under
the auspices of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's
"Project Mercury." Oneof the methods of heat protection is a beryl-
lium heat sink, forged on two giant steel dies. Both dies are USS
Quality Steel Forgings. The top die (shown being rough-machined
on one of our vertical boring mills) will be convex, 20 inches thick
and will weigh 26,520 pounds. The bottom die, concave and 18
inches thick, weighs 27,700 pounds. Both are 92 inches in diameter.

Steel is the starting gun in the race to outer space. Space ships
and missiles couldn't get off the ground without it. And Steel de-
pends on men like you. Send the coupon if you would like to find out
about the many engineering financial analysis or sales career op-
portunities at U. S. Steel. uss is a registeredtrademark

@ United States Steel

This mark tells you a product is made ~
of modern. dependable Steel. \lI'

United States Steel Corporation
Personnel Division
525 William Penn Place
Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania "
Please send me the booklet, "Paths of Opportunity.

Name ---

School --

Address ----

Zone_State-Clty' _



Thing~
we know about
tomorrow

Iphenomenonof modern America is the so-called
'thinkcompany." It owns no factories, manufactures
:l) products and makes no shipments, but just "thinks"
llOutproblems- -and brilliant ways to solve them.
Ie have a number of "think companies" within Westinghouse •

.Oneis a group of scientists in the research labs near
~ttsburghwho seek basic knowledge like the production
l! light b . '.Y SOllds, and the origin of magnetlsm .
•OtherWeStinghouse scientists in Baltimore apply basic knowledge
~that most demanding of all problems ... national defense. At
~eswick,Pa., another group thinks about products needed in the
l&encanhome 10 or 15 years from now.
•~ a result of this kind of thinking Westinghouse scientists and
':!glneersh ... the, ave achleved startling advances ln atomlC power,
.aunchi. ng system for Polaris thermoelectric generators
':id many th 'o er developments.
Thebak .. ". c -up facilities in the Westinghouse "thlnk companles~-W .;0-' e estinghouse the best place for talented englneers .

. . lnformat .. ' . te~:.H lon on rewarding career opportunl tles wrl
lrib' Noggle, West inghouse Educational Department,
, yore and Brinton Roads, Pittsburgh 21, Pa.

ou ca b
n e sure ... if it's Westinghouse
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Project Surveyor-First soft land.
ing on moon. Conduct observations
from stationary position.

Solar Observatory-350 lb. Large
flywheel and extended arms rolate
to stabilize. Under construction.

Orbiting Geophysical Observatory
-1000 lb. geophysical research
satellite designed for a near earth
circular polar orbit or an inclined
highly elliptical orbit.

These programs facing the scientists and
engineers of NASA comprise the most
challenging assignment ever given a group
of Americans.

You are invited to work alongside the many
distinguished and dedicated members of our
technical staff. For details about
outstanding professional opportunities,
address your inquiry to the Personnel
Director of any of these NASA Research and
Space Flight Centers-

NASA Ames Research Center. Mountain View, California

NASA Flight Research Center. P.O. Box 273, Edwards, California

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt, Maryland

Project Mercury-U. S.'s first
manned satellite.

Project Prospector-Soft landing
on moon and exploration of area
within 50 miles of landing point.

Nimbus-GOO to 700 lb. meteoro-
logical satellite series. Stabilization
system will keep cameras pointed
earthward.

*Project Voyager-Orbit Mars and
Venus and eject instrumented cap-
sule for atmospheric entry and
perhaps landing.

Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
-Standardized, 3500 lb. satellite,
for several experiments with differ-
ent scientific sensors and special-
ized devices.

Anticipated Growth of NASA
Sp~ce.craft in terms of weight
of individual near earth satellites.

19671963

Project Marlner-600 to 1200 Ibs.
First U. S. Planetary missions to
Venus and Mars. Modified craft for
hard landings on moon.

NEXT DECADE
IN SPACE

20,000Ibs.-1960

6O,000Ibs.

40,000Ibs.

Project Aeros-24-hour stationary
weather satellite. Launched in
equatorial orbit. Three satellites
could permit continuous observa-
lion of most of earth's surface.

Year 4 to 14 of the Space Age

NASA program-highlights

launch Vehicles-New and more
powerful launch vehicles' chemical
electrical, nuclear propuision. '

NASA langley Research Center. Hampton, Virginia

NASA lewis Research Center. Cleveland 35, Ohio

NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. Huntsville, Alabama

NASA Wallops Station. Wallops Island, Virginia

National Aeron t. dau ICS an Space Administration

CENTAUR SATURN C.l
SATURN C.2
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• Automated process systems
engineering

• Equipment evaluation and selection

• Process control
instrumentation

• Applied research

May we discuss these with you as we visit your
campus this year? You can arrange for this visit with

your Placement Director;
or write Professional Em-
ployment Manager, EM -2,
Monsanto Chemical Com-
pany, St. Louis 66, Missouri.• Power distribution and

substation design

• Plant engineering
• Construction
• Specialization in the fields

of fluid mechanics, stress
analysis, heat transfer, etc.

As you plan your career - be sure to consider
Monsanto. It may surprise you that

Monsanto needs electrical and mechanical engineers,
as well as chemical engineers.
~act is, though, that Monsanto offers many opportuni-
tIes to men with your professional training, including:
Mechanical Engineers ...

• Plant design and layout
Equipment selection

• Materials specification
• Des~gn of new and unique

equipment

Electrical Engineers ..•
• Design of electrical

systems

March, 1961



There are many opportunities for
mechanical engineers at Bethlehem Steel

I t of use for
You'll find a mechanical engineer desirrninrr complex ma- ents of mechanical engineers and has pen y St el.
chinery ~or a new. rolling mill, Another is supervising them, look into the possibilities at Bethlehem e
~on~truchon of a gIant blast furnace, Another is develop- portunities
~ng Improved production methods. Others design tools, are Bethlehem offers excellent career op . icula:
m ch f I'd Jar men I'n vI'rtually all engineen.ndgcur:large 0 pant mamtenance ivisions, or head up fuel . I I . al en ustrza,
departments, Others are in sales work. In fact Bethlehem's metallurgical, electnca, c temlC , 1 d others,
president is a mechanical enrrineer,' civil mining, ceramic, architectura , all '(h

Th ' . b , d' Bethlehem WIe .po,mt IS simple: there's virtually no limit to the op- We suggest that you IScuss
B Offi Ad be sure toportum~les a~ ethlehem Steel for men trained in mechani. your Placement Icer'kln "Careers with

cal engmeermg. pick up a copy oj our boo et, "
I.f .you're looking for a real opportunity to put your Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course,

trammrr to work with h p@::~~:!'~<omp •• , , ., 'PP'OO: :' :- HL:::':'E:C;P;:':I'h~1
4 E ineer

Spartan n9



ONE IN A SERIES

Bendix answers your questions

WHAT COMPANY
SHOULD I JOIN?

When there is a choice of employment opportunities, most
graduating engineers and scientists make some sort of list of the
advantages offered by each prospective employer.
Some men put salary at the top of the list. Many lean toward the
company offering them the best chance at creativity ... the widest scope
for developing their interests and increasing their professional stature.
Others favor job security, company size and stability, or geographic
location. The final choice generally is made on the basis of the
biggest "package" of advantages offered.
Probably no organization today can offer a longer list of
employment advantages than The Bendix Corporation.
One of the world's most highly regarded, stable,
and diversified engineering-research-manu-
facturing corporations, Bendix has 25
divisions which produce, literally, "a
thousand diversified products." The
wide geographic spread of these
divisions can be seen in the
listing below.
Starting salaries paid by Bendix are
competitive with those offered by
other companies-naturally, better
talents are more highly rewarded.
Bendix readily recognizes achieve-
ment, and gives the developing
engineer and scientist wide lati-
tude in his field of interest.
Ask your Placement Director
about Bendix-where you can
build your career to suit ~'our
talents. If you can't arrange a
personal interview, write to
C. C. Cleveland, The Bendix
Corporation, Fisher Building,
Detroit 2, Michigan, for
more details.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN: CALIFORNIA. CONNECTICUT. INDIANA. IOWA. MARYLAND. MICHIGAN. MISSOURI. NEW JERSEY. NEW YORK. OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA

T~JI;~
CORPORATION
Fisher Bldi .• Detroit Z. Mich.

A THOUSAND DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS SERVING THESE FIELDS:

automotive • electronics • missiles & space • aviation • nucleonics • computer • machine tools • sonar • marine

March, 1961
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Editor's

Corner

"LoOK TO THE right of you" ... you see a freshman engineering student;
"look to the left of you" ... another freshman, and you yourself are a fresh-
man enrolled in engineering. "By the time this class is ready to graduate only
one of you three people will be with us!"

This awakening statement given by Dean Ryder may be heard at the
first meeting of engineering indoctrination. It is quite a shocking thing to hear,
but ... it is true. However, cannot something be done to keep two people
out of three from falling by the wayside?

Perhaps one might say, "Well, if the student doesn't 'have it' he just won't
make it in engineering." But none of us really 'have it', ... we've got to learn
it. And learning is not the mere presentation of facts and theories to the stu-
dent. Further, what is learning for one is not necessarily learning for another.

The quality of instruction in college seems to vary from one extreme to
the other.

An instructor may know the material to the fullest but if he cannot be
effective in presenting the material to the student, he is wasting his time and
the student's. The process is then the presentation of facts, not teaching.

I feel that one who is a college instructor should have at least been ex-
posed to the facts of teaching methods. This would make his teaching more
logical and more meaningful to the student. However, I have heard an in-
structor say that instructors are not really interested in teaching; they are here
to do research, and teaching just happens to be in the contract.

I'm sorry to say that this seems to be the attitude of some instructors.
It's. much easier to merely present the facts than to teach. But when grad-
uatIOn d.ay .comes and two out of three people mentioned previously aren't
there, will It have been the student who failed or the instructor?

R. V. P.

ineer
Spartan Eng
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New Cars and Trucks Use More MalleablE
For Better Performance ••• Lo'VVer Cost

• er
Spartan EngIne

For Free Litera.ture on advantage
of Malleable l1'on castings,wiU
examples from the automotivE
industry, ask any memberCOm.
pany for Data Unit No. 113,
or write to Malleable Casting!
Council, Union CommerceBuild.
ing, Cleveland 14, Ohio.

MALLEABLE

IRON

CASTINGS
o

o

. capacity
chosen for its high strength, wear resistance, damprngbleof all
and machinability ... Malleable is the most machrna

ferrous metals of similar properties.

As the automotive industry steps up its drive to pack
greater performance into lighter weight vehicles and
still hold costs in line, the demand for Malleable iron
castings continues to increase. Noted for their strength,
toughness; machinability and economy, Malleables are
used as key components in every make and type of
vehicle.
Matching each new advance in automotive technology,
Malleable is now available in a broad range of properties,
including tensile strengths from 50,000 to 120,000 psi!

Find out now how much Malleable castings can improve
your products. Contact any company that displays
this symbol-

!estifying to Malleable's outstan . " .
Iron crankshafts are ~lng ability, pearlitic Malleable
tho now used In both

IS new heavY.duty h" h cars and trucks, like
Ig way hauler Pearlitic Malleable was

8



Dow means progress through chemistry-
make it, master it, market it

MAKE IT. In one respect the chemist enjoys a freedom af-
forded few other professions-if he needs some new material
for a specific problem, he can usually make it. Need a grease-
less emulsifier? He can start with a water-soluble poly glycol
and tailor it exactly to your needs. Need a coupling agent
with surfactant properties for aromatics? Sulfonating his
dodecylbenzene should do it. And it does. Certainly there
are a great many ways to solve problems, but at Dow the
emphasis is on "make it."

MASTER IT. Theoretical possibilities are not enough for the
developers of new Dow products. These products must be
mastered to achieve the utmost of their possibilities. Pow-
dered calcium chloride hard to handle? A new pelleted form
provides the answer. Methylcellulose dusty and hard to
dissolve? Make it granular, clean, and free flowing. In this
intermediate or developmental stage of the Dow operation,
the emphasis is on "make it work." As a result, as with all

Dow products for industry, "If it's Dow, it's backed by
complete technology."
MARKET IT. It happens to be true that for your better prod-
uct, the world will beat a path to your door considerably
faster if you have an astute marketing department. Here
again the scientific method proves its value. Dow marketing
personnel make sure the right people know about the right
product and can get it in the right package. At Dow,
marketing personnel know their products "from the chem-
istry up." Rigid foam? Builders can use it for insulation,
boat builders for buoyancy. Polyethylene film? Food proc-
essors can use it for packaging, housewives for picnicking.
In this way, Dow's marketing experts serve industry and the
consumer by helping them get better products in the best
possible form.
To learn more about the Dow Opportunity, visit or write the
Technical Employment Manager at any city below.

California-Pittsburg, Seal Beach
Colorado-Rocky Flats
Illinois-The Dow Metal Products

Company, Madison
Louisiana-Plaquemine
Massachusetts-Eastern Research

Laboratory, Framingham
Ohio-The Dobeckmun Company;
Dow Industrial Service, Cleveland
Oklahoma-Dowell Division, Tulsa
Texas-Freeport
Virgi ni a-Wi Iliamsburg
Canada-Sarnia, Ontario

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY • MIDLAND, MICHIGAN

March, 1961
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The care and feeding of a

It takes more than pressing a button to send a giant rocket on its way.
Actually, almost as many man-hours go into the design and construction
of the support equipment as into the missile itself. A leading factor in the
reliability of Douglas missile systems is the company's practice of including
all the necessary ground handling units, plus detailed procedures for system
utilization and crew training. This complete job allows Douglas missiles like
THOR, Nike HERCULES, Nike AJAX and others to move quickly from test
to operational status and perform with outstanding dependability. Douglas
is seeking qualified engineers and scientists for the design of missiles,
space systems and their supporting equipment. Write to C. C. LaVene,
Box 6OO-X,Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California.

Alfred J. Carah, Chief Design Engineer, discusses the ground installation
requirem:nts for a series of THOR-boosted space DO U G LAS
probes with Donald W. Douglas, Jr., President of

MISSILE AND SPACE SYSTEMS. MILITARY AIRCRAFT. DC-8 JETLINERS. CARGO TRANSPORTS. AIRCOMBi!>. GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT



Dean's
Letter

Coming to you from
Athens1 Greece

March, 1961

AN ENGINEER of today should always be curious. He should be interested
in the world around' him, the how and why of nature and of man. Travel,
even when on business, permits an engineer to exercise his curiosity in new
surroundings and with new standards of reference.

To visit the ancient buildings and ruins of Roman and Greek early
culture is an opportunity to exercise curiosity and which at the same time
should increase our engineering humility. Visible evidence of these early civil-
izations, still standing, forces us to accept the fundamental fact that as of 3000
years ago, these men were engineers who understood thoroughly their mater-
ials, and solved their problems in ways we are now only reapplying.

Limited to marble, stone, and brick, with only crude hand tools, they
fashioned things of beauty which have been copied repeatedly throughout
history. Making up with a multitude of hands for their lack of machines they
quarried, moved, and placed great marble blocks which would strain even
our best movers of today. The lintel of Agamemnon's tomb must weight over
100 tons, yet it was quarried, moved over 16 miles in rough country, and
hoisted many feet to its place. Then to insure its safety these engineers devised
a method of prestressing this marble, so that its own tremendous weight would
not cause failure. Today we are just beginning to reapply prestressing in our
concrete structures-but will they survive for centuries? We doubt it, because
our building depends on rust-prone steel, not suited to the ages. We build to
meet the needs of the moment-tomorrow's needs may be different.

This, indeed, is one lesson which we have learned-we expect change as
a matter of course, the ancients foresaw only a continuation of the same man-
ner of living. What is the ingredient in our civilization which has lead to ~ur
progress into the new? Is it that our engineers have gone beyond the solvmg
of today's problems, and have added curiosity as an element of their education?

J. D. RYDER

11



BIG ROCK POINT
Nuclear Power Plant Will Provide Research and Development Facilities

and Eventually Commercial Power

by JErlNNETTE jHcCLEES, E.E.

CONSUMERS POWER Company
and its contractors have embarked up-
on a courageous and pioneering un-
dertaking to build a nuclear power
plant in northern Michigan. It will
be located at Big Rock Point in Char-
levoix County, between Charlevoix
and Petoskey on the shore of Lake
Michigan.

Bechtel Corporation is the prime
con tractor and engineer-constructor.
The General Electric Company will
supply the nuclear part of the plant
and the power generating equipment,
and will also conduct the associated
research and development program on
nuclear fuels.

The basic goals of the research and
development program are to demon-

strate the feasibility of higher heat
output in relation to the size of the
reactor core, increased fuel life, and
lower fuel fabrication costs. This pro-
gram will continue for four and one-
half years after the plant goes into
operation.

This plant will consist of a nuclear
steam supply system, turbine-generator
set, surface condenser and associated
auxiliary system.

In forced circulation operation, wa-
ter is pumped from Lake Michigan
into the reactor vessel by the recircu-
lating pumps, flowing upward through
the core where boiling takes place.
The resulting steam-water mixture
then flows upward through six 14-inch
risers to the steam separation drum.
After passing through mechanical

steam separators in the drum, the
steam then flows directly to the tur-
bine, with the water returning to the
recirculating pumps.

The turbine is a 3,600 rpm, tandem-
compollOd, double flow, condensing
unit directly connected to a hydrogen
cooled generator with a gear-driven
excite(. Provisions are being made m
the turbine, generator and exciter for
the anticipated output based. on suc-
cessful results of the research and de-
velopment program.

The reactor is of the single.cycle,
forced circulation boiling-water type.
The steam generated in the reactor
core tlC)ws to the steam drum, then
to the turbine, with nO heat exchanger
in between. Guaranteed nominal elec-
trical (a.pacity is to be 50,000 kilowatts

1---_ "
- -r-'- -..:!
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al Big Rock Poinl 111 Charlel'oix Co/lilly.
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COLOR
CODE

WATER

_ STEAM.WATER MIXTURE

~ STEAM

Cross-section t1ieuJof the Big Rock Point nllclear electric gellert/ling planl.

gross at a reactor system pressure of
1050 psia. System components based
upon a successful research and devel-
opmental program will be designed
for power production of 75,000 kilo-
watts gross electrical output at system
working pressures up to 1500 psia.
The plant is scheduled to be in opera-
tion by early fall of 1962.

Major plant structures include the
reactor enclosure and the turbine
building. The reactor enclosure struc-
ture will be a steel sphere 130 feet
in diameter. The bottom of the sphere
will be approximately 27 feet below
Ii~ished grade. Inside the steel sphere
Will be reinforced concrete structures
for biological shielding, equipment,
a~d fuel storage pool. Three air locks
WIll be provided; two for personnel
access, with a larger one for passage
of equipment.

Major components and accessories
of the reactor include the reactor pres-
sure vessel, reactor core, control rods
and their drive systems, and the steam
supply system.

The reactor pressure vessel is ap-
proximately 9 feet inside diameter and
3~ feet inside length, and consists of
high strength steel alloy material clad
on the inside with stainless steel.

March, 1961

The reactor fuel will consist of
slightly enriched uranium dioxide pel-
lets with an initial enrichment of
about 3.2% and encased in stainless
steel tubing. Each tube is about four-
tenths of an inch in diameter and six
feet long. The power from a single
load of fuel will be roughly equiv-
alent to that which could be generated
by burning 260,000 tons of coal,
enough for a coal train almost 32
miles long. A fuel assembly will con-
sist of 140 of these individual tubes
or rods, grouped for case in handling.
A total of 56 of these fuel assemblies
will be placed vertically in the reactor
to make up the initial core loading.
The lower end of each assembly is
provided with an orilice for directing
the coolant water /low around each
fuel rod in each assembly, and also
providing a means for adjusting the
pattern of water /low and steam gen-
eration within the core.

Control rods will be of stainless
steel containing 2% boron, having a
cruciform cross section and an overall
length of about 6 feet. A total of 24
control rods will be employed initially,
located on approximately 10.5 inch
centers and will enter through the
bottom of the pressure vessel. Each of
the rods will have a drive mechanism

consisting of a hydraulic piston and a
mechanical latching feature that will
hold the rod in any selected position.
Both positioning and scram motions
will be hydraulically actuated.

The nuclear steam supply system al.
so includes a drum for separating the
stearn from the water, piping, and re-
circulation pumps. Auxiliary equip-
ment includes a shutdown heat ex-
changer, and a reactor demineralizer
system. Initial rating of the system
will be 607,000 pounds of saturated
stearn per hour at a pressure of 1020
pounds per square inch. Based on the
successful outcome of the development
program, the reactor will be capable
of supplying 96<1,000 pounds of sat-
urated steam per hour at a pressure
of 1470 pounds per square inch.

Big Rock Point Nuclear Plant will
not be the largest boiling water reactor
in the United States. It will, however,
be the largest direcl c)'cle boiling wa-
ter reactor plant in the United States,
and it will be the largest electric gen-
erating plant of any kind in northern
Michigan.

Consumers' direct cycle boiling wa-
ter reactor will differ from an indirect
cycle plant in the requirements for

(Conlinlled 011 page 34)
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AEROBEE
Small, But Efficient Rocket
Explores Upper Atmosphere

HI

by JOHN THORNTON, E.E.

DURING the International Geophy-
sical Year, many studies of the earth
and its surrounding atmosphere were
carrie9 on by U. S. scientists. A great
deal of emphasis was placed on the
upper atmosphere about which scien-
tists knew little at that time. The work-
horse of these studies was the Aerobee-
Hi rocket. Extremely reliable, the Aer-
obee-Hi carried payloads of scientific
instruments high into the F layer of
the ionosphere, gathering data neces-
sary to understand many physical phe-
nomena.

But how were these rockets devel-
oped and why do they concern the av-
erage person?

\X'hen Germany finally surrendered
in 1945, the U. S. Army managed to
salvage a large number of V-2 rockets.
These were shipped back to White
San?s Proving Grounds, the Army's
testll1g center. Besides being evaluated
as a possible weapon, the V-2 was used
extensively for upper-atmospheric re-
search. After a few months, when the
supply of captured V-2's began to run
low, scientists and engineers of the
Appli~d Ph~sics Laboratory of John
Hopkll1s Ul1Iversity and Aerojet-Gen-
e:al Corporation drew up initial de-
slg~s for a small, but efficient, high
altItude rocket.

The Aerobee-Hi rocket is a liquid-
fueled, fin stabilized rocket. Weighing
about 128~ pounds at launching, the
Aerobee-HI IS built primarily of stain-
less steel, magnesium and aluminum.
The fuel tanks were built of stainless
steel in order t~ increase their length
and. reduce theIr weight, making it
possIble to carry 30% more propel-
lants.

T:ree fixed magnesium fins, spaced
120 apart, are used instead of a con-

14

trol system in order to reduce weight.
The high speed of the boosted take-
off plus the large area of the fins keep
the rocket stable throughout powered
flight.

Aerobee-Hi's propulsion system con-
sists of a single chamber, liquid-fuel
rocket engine using red fuming nitric
acid as the oxidizer and a furfurol al-
cohol-aniline mixture as fuel. The
small, regenerative-cooled motor devel-
ops 4000 pounds of thrust for approx-
imately 45 seconds, lifting the rocket
to a height of 23 miles.

A typical Aerobee-Hi can carry a
great variety of instrumentation. Each
part of the airframe is utilized. The
fins have built-in notch antennas for
the telemetering and cut-off receivers.
A parachute recovery system as well
as cameras can be housed in special
extensions.

Aerobee rockets have been used for
a variety of experiments. During the
IGY, Aerobees carried instruments
such as mass specterometers, cameras,
radiation detectors and cosmic ray tel-
escopes. Photographs of the earth have
been taken at altitudes of over 100
miles, clearly showing the distribution
of clouds over the Western United
States.

Early in 1952-53, the U. S. Air
Forc~ .pioneered in the field of space
m~dlcme by using Aerobees to carry
~Ice and monkeys as high as 40 miles
mto the ionosphere.

Besides scientific instruments the
,\erobee-~i usually carries a vari~ty of
flIght eqUipment. Equipment such as
range safety receivers are used to pre-
vent the rocket from straying too far
If the Aerobee wanders off course ~
command cut-off signal is sent fr~m
the ground, activating valves which in
turn terminate the fuel flow.

Aerobee-Hi is launched from a 140
foot tower with the aid of a high
thrust booster. The 550 pound booster
gives the main rocket an initial ve.
locity of 700 mph. The maximum ac-
celeration is about Ilg.

Once the Aerobee has been launch.
ed, it is tracked by ground-based sys-
tems such as radar, as well as with
rocket-borne telemetering equipment.
Other optical equipment such as track.
ing telescopes, cameras and theodolites
give the scientists a visual report on
the rocket's flight. Radar is used in
conjunction with computers to deter-
mine the location of impact.

\'\fhen the flight is over, the instru-
ments can easily be recovered. When
the Aerobee-Hi reaches 40 miles alti'
tude on its downward flight, explosive
charges separate the tail section from
the airframe. The rocket, being aero-
dynamically unstable, tumbles end over
end, losing much of its velocity.

At 25000 feet a barometric switch
triggers 'a parachute. Instru~entatio~
is almost always recovered Intact b}

. h'l thethis method. Once 111 a w I e,
rocket is allowed to impact without
a parachute. Damage to heavily a:.
mored instruments such as cameras is
small.

Through constant development by
_ .. t'on With

the Armed l'orces 111 conJunc I
.' I Aerobee

Aerojet-General the ongIna
, . d A Aero-

has been greatly Improve. n
.. d b th Naval Re-bee- HI, mstrumente Y e I' de

ew a tltusearch Laboratory set a n, 'n 1957.
record for single stage rockets I

. G I has ex-Since then AeroJet- enera. ,'th more
Panded the Aerobee senes \\1 1 f

Pab e 0
efficient propulsion systems, ca
greater performance.

. h series the
One new model In t e I'd' r00

Aerobee 300, is a two stage, so I P
(Coll/illlled 011 page 50)
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POLARIS: Northrop's Oatico checks
out Polaris at all levels of mainte-
nance and operation.

SKYBOLT: Guidance and navigation
systems are being developed by Nor-
throp for this new and highly secret
air-launched ballistic missile.

MERCURY: The Northroplandinu'
tern is designed to bring th. ~
cury astronaut down safel,.

Northrop is now active in more

X.15: Northrop produces Q.Ball the
flight angle sensor for safe re-~ntry
of X-15 and other aerospace vehicles.

AERODYHAMICS: Northrop's laminar
Flow Control technique Is designed
~o.g.reatlYincrease aircraft range, flex-
IbIlity, cargo and passenger capacity •

lies com~'~
TITAH: North~OP s~P~1manag,="
technical and ,"d~~;'anmiSSilebll'
to activate the T- I

• • and mathematic
For work Dn these advanced programs, we seek exceptional engineers, sCientists



T.38: World', first supersonic twin.
jet trainer Is built by Northrop for
the United States Air Force.

COMMUNICATIONS: Northrop designs
the trans-Pacific Scalier Communi.
cations Network and other world.
wide communication systems for
U.S. and free world governments.

II: Northrop produces airframe
pon.nt" ground handling and

,...ing equipment for this air de.
"missile.

f

~han70 important programs

SPACE RESEARCH: Northrop's accel.
erated space research programs
reach into such advanced areas as
maneuverability, rendezvous, space
vehicle maintenance, space probes.
and the survival of men in space.

COMMERCIAL METAL PRODUCTS: Nor.
throp produces aluminum architec.
tural shapes for many important
industrial and commercial buildings.

1,

'i111E1MI

~

SSILES: Northrop ha, pro.
~l-co~ore than 50,000 electronl.
-"ill trolled aerial targets, andr ante drones.

~~ NDrthropCorporation, Box 1525, Beverly Hills, California. Divisions: Norair, Nortronics, Radioplane.



MAGNETIC DRIVES ·
May Replace The Clutch Assembly

••

T HE ELECTRIC MOTOR is simple, rugged, in-
expensive, and relatively efficient in constant-speed
applications. However, because of its poor torque
at low speed, some other apparatus is necessary to
adapt it to adjustable speed operations.

The electromagnetic coupling is one of the
simpler methods of obtaining variable output speed
from the constant speed of an electric motor. Its
use has grown rapidly in recent years because it
offers reliability, minimum maintenance, compact-
ness, and high efficiency.

The electromagnetic coupling provides the same
basic function as the familiar mechanical clutch-a
variable output speed is obtained from a constant
speed input speed by controlling the amount of slip
between the two rotating members.

However, unlike the clutch, the electromagnetic
coupling has no mechanical contact between the two
parts to cause wear, adjustment, and replacement;
torgue is transmitted by an electromagnetic reaction
between the rotating members. Also, the slip can
be controlled much more precisely and over a wider
r:Inse than with a mechanical clutch.

An electromagnetic coupling has three basic
componen~s-a ro~or made up of many pole pieces,
a hollow Iron cyllllder or drum that surrounds the
rotor, ~nd a coil to provide the primary electro-
magnetic field. These basic parts are shown dia-
grammatically in FiS. 1.

The coil is energized with direct current. the
l~la.l~netic fields thus established are shown. Essen-
tially all the magnetic flux from the rotor poles on
one ~ide of the ~oil flows through the drum in
re~chlllg the opposite poles on the other side of the
c~t1. The flux, of Course, concentrates in the area
directly between the opposite pole pieces.

. When th~ drum is rotated the flux concentra-
tIOns sweep Clrcumferentiall}' through the d .rum Slllce
they ah:ays remain .adjacent to the rotor poles. This
~hange 111 flux densIty at all points around the drum
lIlduces eddy currents, which establish second

. fi Id ary
magne~1C e s. These secondary fields interact with
the primary fields produced by the coil to develob
torgue and turn the rotor and the external 10 d 0a .

Whi.le s~me couplings are built essentially as
sho.w~ In FIg. I, the most advanced designs use
variations of the basic design to obtain better oper-
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Edited by C. D. CHURCH, E.E.

ating characteristics. For example, Westinghouse
Magnaflow drives use the coupling configuration
shown in Fig. 2.

The rotor has a large number of specially shaped
poles designed to produce better torque. To avoid
the use of slip rings and thus increase the reliability
and reduce the maintenance of the coupling, the
field coil is stationary.

The use of this arrangement necessitates support.
ing the rotor poles to the right of the coil from the
poles to the left rather than from the rotor hub.
This is accomplished without magnetically shorting
the poles by using a nonmagnetic metal support
ring integrally welded between the two sets of poles.

The drum, in which heat is produced by the eddy
currents, is used as the constant speed input member
to obtain constant cooling. The drum is finned in
the case of air-cooled couplings as shown, but is
smooth in the case of liquid-cooled couplings.

Notice the mounting of the motor on the coup'
ling for maximum compactness and minimum num.
ber of parts. In smaller units, the same space and
parts economy is achieved by mounting the motor
and coupling in the same frame.

The torque and speed produced by an electro.
magnetic coupling can be easily controlled by vary.
ing the current in the field coil. The coil current is
generally controlled by tachometer feedback control.

In this method a tachometer generator, driven
by the output shaft, provides a voltage signal pro-
portional to the output speed. This signal is com-
pared to a reference voltage and the resulting error
signal is used to adjust the coil current. This method
?f control is widely used in automation where ad.
Justable output speeds are required.

Modern electromagnetic coupling designs. ha~e a
~5% :fficiency at maximum speed. For applIcatIOns
I~ whlCh most of the running is at high speed and
h.lgh torque electromagnetic couplings are very effi.
Clent. .

. The chief loss is from slipping, which incr~ases
~Ith decreasing speed. At reduced speeds effioen<j'
IS approximately equal to the percentage ?f maXI'
mum spe~d at which the coupling is operatll1g; e.g.,
75% effiCiency at 7570 of maximum speed.

Simplicity, efficiency, durability, and easy, accurate
c?ntrol will probably make the electromagnetic coup-
lIng very widely used in the future.

Spartan Engineer



DRUM INPUT SHAFT

FIG. J (courtes)' Of IF'estil/gbo/IJI')

FIG. 2 (co/lrles)' of lY/eSlil1gho/lse)
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Smog, Smoze ond Smust
An [valuation of the Air Pollution

Proolem in Our Society
Edited by ROBERTA HUFFjHASTER, Math and Physical Science

AIR POLLUTION is not a new
phenomenon. Instances of intense air
pollution have occurred occasionally
since the beginning of history. Origi-
nally, these were natural phenomena,
such as dust storms and volcanic erup-
tions, but man's troubles really began
with the discovery of fire. Later, with
the advent of the industrial re,'olution,
the smoking factory chimney became
a hallmark of civilization. For several
hundred years, the city of London,
England, apparently had a monopoly
on intense episodes of air pollution,
but little was done about it until after
the famous disaster of December 1952,
in which 4,000 deaths were attributed
to smog. Similar episodes resulting in
deaths had occurred in London in
1948, and in Donora, Pennsylvania in
1948. Thus in a few instances air
pollution has killed people. '

On the other hand, even a congested
community is singularly free of smoke
on those days when the wind is moder-
ate or the atmosphere has been cleans-
ed by a storm. It is apparent, then,
tha~ ?nly a combination of pollutant
emiSSions and a restricted atmosphere
creates an air pollution problem.

In normal atmosphere, even in
crowded communities, smoke is rapid-
ly dissipated upwardly, because the hot
g~ses are lighter ~han .the surrounding
air. When ~he Wind IS blowing, they
a.re also dispersed horizontally. At
times,. whe? an atmospheric tempera-
ture inverSion puts a virtual ceiling
on u~wa:d dispersion of gases and
there IS little or no wind, the air vol-
u~e becomes stagnant and soon fills
With smoke and fumes .

Black smoke is probably Our most
noticeable air pollutant, but it is not
the only important one. In addition to
smoke, there are a variety of particles
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and gases which also pollute the air.
The chief economic effects of particles
are visibility reduction and soiling of
surfaces. Health effects are still a sub-
ject of controversy.

Smoke is a mixture of both particu-
late matter and gases, which result
from the inefficient and incomplete
burning of solid, liquid, and gaseous
fuels. The solid particles may be either
soot or fly ash. The sources of atmos-
pheric dust and other particulates are
numerous. Some examples are flour
milling, cement grinding, coal loading,
road construction, and traffic.

Gaseous wastes run the gamut of
chemical compounds, including sulfur
oxides, and various components of mo-
tor vehicle exhaust. The chief source
of atmospheric pollutants are the com-
b.ustion of sulfur-bearing fuels, prin-
Cipally coal and oil, and the automo-
bile exhaust including carbon monox-
ide, olefinic hydrocarbons, and nitric
oxide. It is the photochemical reaction
o.f these last two materials that gives
me to the famous Los Angeles-type
smog.

Control of gaseous effluents from
chemical and most other manufactur-
ing operations is technically possible,
although not necessarily cheap. On the
other hand, adequate control of auto-
mobile exhaust emissions have not
yet ~een developed.

From this the question arises: If
adequate controls are available to abate
most air pollutants, why are they not
used? There may be many reasons,
such as nonrecognition of a problem
and the high cost of abatement Non:
recognition of an air pollution' prob-
lem may st . h fem elt er rom ignorance or
from fear. Ignorance is an especially
c?mmon factor in the case of chronic
disease. or economic loss. AnYone can
recogntze the soiling of fabrics by

soot, but the subtle effects of subli-
minal concentrations of air contami-
nants on health may go unrecognized
for years.

Another facet of the air pollution
problem deals with the need for, and
the nature of, air pollution control
laws. The simplest form of control is
the industrial code, under which vari.
ous industries agree to live up to pre-
determined standards and police them-
selves voluntarily. Compliance with the
code would then be evidence that
reasonable care was being exercised
to prevent air pollution.

Advantages of this type of legisla-
tion and self-enforcement would be
that (1) the superior engineering and
scientific talent of industry would de-
velop the code, (2) the developers of
the code could hardly call it arbitrary
and unreasonable, and (3) the cost
of necessary governmental control or-
ganization would be at a minimum.

Up to now, emphasis was placed on
the nature of the air pollutIOn pro.b.
lem, with only casual mention of Its
extent in time and space. Often one
thinks of air pollution as a sporadIC
event much like a storm that comes
and 'goes and is worse sometimes
than others. The nuisance effects of
air pollution owe their frequency and
severity to the weather. In the long
run however the weather of an area

" thedocs not change drastically, so .
. f' pollutIOnfrequency and seventy 0 air .

episodes in a given locality Will als~
depend on the types and am?unts a
pollutants spewed into the air.

I f th nuisance
A good examp e 0 e I

. . large scaetype of air pollution on a
. I ' d the eyeIS Los Ange es smog, an .
... , S pposedly the Ir.
IrntatlOn It causes. ~ .' 1942.
ritation was not notICed until ..

.. ' d untIl nO\\Smce then It has mcrease ,
(COIl/illued 011 page 36)

Spartan Engineer



RESEARCH ON CAMPUS
b)' C. D. CHURCH. E.E.

THE RESEARCH of two associate professors here at
MSU is of special interest, because their findings will be
incorporated into a cyclotron which may be built on this
campus.

Drs. Henry G. Blosser and Morton M. Gordon, of the
Department of Physics and Astronomy of Michigan State
University, are studying their ideas of a more precise
method of extracting particles from a cyclotron in which
the particles are orbiting at speeds up to 60,000 miles per
second. The research has been made feasible by two grants
from the Atomic Energy Commission, one for $86,000
and recently an extension for an additional $79,000. A
cyclotron for this campus is not definite as yet but hopes
are strong and high for one to be built here.

To study their idea and aspects of design, they have
constructed a 1/6 scale model of the cyclotron magnet. By
inserting probes between pole faces for precise measure-
ment of the magnetic field at various points, the path
the atomic particles follow in the final cyclotron can be
determined. This can be done with accuracy because the
field will not vary with the size of the machine.

"Resonant extraction" is the name given to describe
this new method. The purpose of this method is to extract
the particles in a fine beam instead of being emitted in a
broad spray as they are from conventional cyclotrons. As a
particle starts to deviate from its ever increasing circular
path it will be acted upon by a periodic series of impulses
having a frequency equal to the frequency of the oscillating
particle. This behavior is analogous to the response of a
swing when given a series of regularly spaced pushes with
a frequency equal to the natural frequency of the swing.
The resulting motion can be made quite large. This method
will be incorporated in the new, sector focused cyclotron
which was built to overcome the limit of the number of
revolutions which the atomic particles could make. The
resonating action will be in step with the periodic focusi~g
forces on the particle produced by the sectors, so the oscIl-
lation becomes larger and larger and the particle ultimat~ly
leaves its orbit and passes through the pole faces. An entire
beam thus ensues as succeeding particles follow.

The model magnet will incorporate another inovation,
a digital voltmeter that will read to five significant figure
accuracy, thus enabling more precise measurements.

Dr. Gordon estimates that the calculations and compil-
ation of all the data pertaining to this model will be com-
pleted in about a year. Assisting Drs. Gordon and Blosser
are, Miss Arnette, a full time computer programmer, four
graduate and three undergraduate students. Calculations
are greatly alleviated and much time saved by the use of the
~niversity's electronic computer, "Mistic," for the proce.ss-
109 of magnetic data to determine the complex path whICh
a particle follows in the field.

The overall cost of the final machine will be about two
~illion dollars. Its purpose will be to further and,. with

re.sonant extraction," facilitate the study of nuclear mter-
actIOns in atoms.

March, 1961

D/'. Hen/'y G. Blosse/' (left) and D/'. "'o/'ton M. Go/'don
a/'e shown with a 1/16th mile lIIodel of the lIIagnet which
will be lIsed in the nel/' type cyelot/'on. The lIIodl'l is
IIIOllnted on (I lIIilling lIIachine. which pe/'II/its tlc(l//'tlte
IIIOI'ell/ent and positioning of the p/'obe.

A close-up view of the model magnet and p/'obe. By
inse/'ting p/'obes between the magnet's. pole (aces. th.e
magnetic field may be measll/'ed at va/'Io/~s pomts.. ThIs
data will show how the atomic pa/'ticles wtll move m the
completed cyclotl'Dn.
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P.aulFar~anish. (B.S.E.E., lehigh '58) is a development en.
glneer with design responsibilities for IBM's new solid state
1401 computer system.

HE'S MAPPING NEW WAYS TO BEAT
TRAFFIC JAMS IN LOGICAL SYSTEMS
A computer system must be versatile. The IBM 1401 sys.
tem, for instance, might go to work in a radiation lab, a
stockbrokerage office, an air operations center, a refinery,
or anyone of a hundred other places. Demands upon the
individual units of the system will vary widely.

Paul Farbanish analyzes the loads placed on the system by
different applications. One of his assignments is to design
new and alternate ways for data to move from unit to unit
with the greatest speed and reliability.

Like many an engineer at IBM, his responsibility ranges
over a wide technical field. To do his job he has become
familiar with many challenging areas of electronics. Within
the 1401 system alone he dealt with circuits, data flow
control, input.output, storage, etc.

If a young engineer wants to move rapidly into the most
advanced areas of electronics, he would do well to consider
IBM. In the fast.expanding world of data systems and its
many peripheral fields, a man is given all the responsibility
hfl is able to handle. New ideas and new ways of doing
things are not only welcome but actively encouraged.

The IBM representative will be interviewing on your campus
this year. He will be glad to discuss with you the many chal.
lenging jobs that are open at IBM-whether in development,
research, manufacturing, or programming. Your placement
office will make an appointment for you. Or you may write,
outlining your background and interests, to:

Manager of Technical Employment IBM
IBM Corporation, Dept. 891
590 Madison Avenue
New York 22, New York @

You naturally have a better chance to grow with a growth company.



ENGINEERIN(

MI CHI G A N State's Engineering
Exposition, largest free annual engin-
eering exposition in the midwest, will
be staged here May 12 and 13.

Attendance is expected to surpass
the 20,000 who have witnessed the
last several expositions. Spectators are
attracted from industries, high schools,
and other colleges and universities.

The student exhibits, which are the
result of individual achievement in
every engineering field, will be judged
by a group of professors who will
award cash prizes and ribbons. The
exhibits will be judged in the follow-
ing four areas, each of which will be
graded on a basis of from one to ten
possible points:

1. Originality; use of creative im-
agination and uniqueness.

2. Engineering Content; knowledge
of engineering needed and extent

to which engineering principles
were applied.

3. Workmanship; actual construc-
tion and completion of project,
craftsmanship, and neatness.

4. General Impression; overall ap-
pearance, impact of idea, success
of exhibit, and attractiveness.

There will be three first place cash
awards of $25 each, three second place
awards of $15 each, and three third
place awards of $5 each.

Industrial exhibits will be furnished
by interested concerns and by depart-
ments of the college of engineering.
The National Engineers' Technical
Society will also have their exhibits on
display.

The annual micro-midget auto race
will be on the morning of May 13.

These autos are built by students rep-
resenting the different engineering or-
ganizations, and are powered with
stock 2¥2 HP engines. The first driver
to complete the rugged 12 mile course
receives a trophy and usually a kiss
from the Engineering Queen, who is
crowned at the race.

The May Hop is the last of the
scheduled events and will be held May
13, 1961 in the Union Ball Room.
The general theme of the dance is
South Seas. During the intermission
there will be the annual dubbing of
the Knights of St. Patrick, presenta-
tion of the outstanding senior awards,
and the awarding of prizes for the
student exhibits.

Plan to reserve May 12 and I3 for
your own enjoyment at the Engineer-
ing Exposition.

(left) An exhibition on greasemaking
from last year's exposition.

(upper right) A solar still, one of the
exhibits that won a first place last year.

(jar right) The engineering q/leen
taps new members of the Knights of
Saint Patrick at the May Hop.

(right) The drivel' of the ,pinning car
receit'es a well-eamed kiss froll1 the
engineering qfleen.

Spartan Engineer
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What ~ould YOU do
as an •engl.Il.eer l]
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~evelopm.ent testing of liquid hydrogen-fueled rockets is car.
ned out In specially built test stands like this at Prall &
Whitney Aircraft's Florida Research and Development Center.
Every p~ase of an experimental engine test may be.control~~
b.y engineers from a remote blockhouse (inset), with c1o~
circuit television providing a means for visual observation.

Spartan Engineer



ratt & Whitney Aircraft?

Studies of solar energy collection and Iiqu~d and vapor
power cycles typify P&WA's researc,h In advance~
pace auxiliary power systems. Analytical and Experl-

~ental Engineers work together in such programs to
establish and test basic concepts.

Representative of electronic aids functioning for P&WA
engineers is this on-site data recording center which
can provide automatically rec~rded and c~mpute~
data simultaneously with the tesllng of an engine, This
equipment is capable of recording 1,200 different
values per second.

At P&WA's Connecticut Aircraft Nuclear Engine lab-
oratory (CANEl) many technical talents are focused
on the development of nuclear propulsion systems for
future air and space vehicles, With this live mock-up
of a reactor, nuclear scientists and engineers can
determine critical mass, material reactivity coefficients,
control effectiveness and other reactor parameters.

Thatattitude, that recognition of the prime impor-
tanceof technical superiority is still predominant at
P&WA today.

Thefield, of course, is broader now, the challenge
!Teater.No longer are the company's requirements
confinedto graduates with degrees in mechanical
andaeronautical engineering. Pratt & Whitney Air-
crafttoday is concerned with the development of
all forms of flight propulsion systems for the aero-
spacemedium-air breathing rocket nuclear and
other advanced types. Some' are e~tirelY new in
concept.To carry out analytical, design, experimental
Ormaterials engineering assignments, men with
degreesin mechanical, aeronautical electrical, chem-
ic~ and nuclear engineering ar~ needed, along
\\'Jththose holding degrees in physics, chemistry
andmetallurgy.

S 'fipeel cally, what would you do?-your own engi-
ne 'enng talent provides the best answer. And Pratt
& WhitneyAircraft provides the atmosphere in which
thattalent can flourish,

For furth'nf' .. 'er 1 ormation regardmg an engmeenng
~reer at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your col-
;ge,placement officer or write to Mr. R. P. Azinger,

Ea
ngmeeringDepartment Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,
st B 'artford 8, Connecticut.

Backin 1925, when Pratt & Whitney Aircraft was
'designingand developing the first of its family of
history-makingpowerplants, an attitude was born-a
recognitionthat engineering excellence was the key
to success.

Regardlessof your specialty, you would work in a
~avorableengineering atmosphere.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
Division of United Aircrolt Corporotion

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS - East Hartfard FI 'd
NTER Palm Beach County, orl a

FLORIDA RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CE - 27
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new areas of interest enhance careers
for engineers and scientists at Hamilton Standard

MISSILES & SPACE SYSTEMS HYDRAULICS ELECTRON BEAM EQUIPMENT
PROPELLERS ELECTRONICS GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT ENGINE CONTROLS

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONING SYSTEMS STARTERS

Visit your Placement q!Bce to. get your copy of Our brochure, "ENGINEERING FOR
YOU AND YOUR FUTURE, or wnte R. J. Harding, Administrator-College Relations.

HAMILTON STANDARD DIVISION of United
Aircraft Corporation has long been a
dynamic force in the aircraft equipment
field ... with an unmatched record of
stability and accomplishment. Typical of
Hamilton Standard's achievements are en-
vironmental conditioning systems which
are standard equipment on such aircraft
as the 1400 mph Convair B-S8 Hustler
Bomber. Fast moving advances in space
technology, however, pose new problems
... new challenges.

TO MEET THESE CHALLENGES Hamilton
Standard is conducting advanced research
and development on environmental control
problems for manned space vehicles. The
Moon Room pictured at right was specifi-
cally designed to assist engineers and
scientists in identifying and analyzing the
practical problems involved in CO2 re-
generation. However, within such sealed
experimental chambers studies can be con-

ducted to. develop means of removing or
regenerating body heat, water vapor, nitro-
gen and other contaminants given off by
man in a space vehicle. Several possibilities
exist for effecting each phase of control in
an environmental control system. For ex-
ample, CO2 can be removed by the freeze-
out method, chemical absorption, physical
adsorption and diffusion or filtration of
molecules. Consideration of the space en-
velope and the weight of equipment must
be made. In the case of CO2 this involves
heat exchangers, regenerators, water sepa-
rators, blowers, valves and vents. Need for
secondary electrical power supplies to
operate equipment creates additional
problems.

OBVIOUSLY, UNDERTAKINGS of this nature
involve the utilization of a wide variety of
engineering and scientific fields of study
providing intellectual growth and career
satisfaction.

MOON ROOM-Leo Foxwell, B5ME Wisc~nJ
sin '53, right, enters the Moon Room wo~~
analyzer as Sid Russell, B5 Chem. Rutge
'52, checks CO, control. These young m~n,
who are in the Advanced Product Plan",~g
Group, have played a major ~olel~:
act~allY designing and developong this
equopment and lest programs for
undertaking.

HAMILTON STANDARD DIVISION
an organization dedicated to ~ t2I1Ii 8ngifleeril1g ~

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT

28
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What's it take to make the right connection?

w~gtqrn. £/qctriC
MANUFACTURING ANO SUPPLY @ UNIT OF TH' IEll SYSTEM

Opportunities exist for electrical, mechanical, industrial, civil and
chemical engineers, as well as physical science, liberal arts, and
business majors. For more information, get your copy of "Western
Electric and Your Career" from your Placement Officer. Or write
College Relations, Room 6105, Western Electric Company, 195 Broad-
way New York 7, N. Y. And be sure to arrange for a Western Electric
inte:view when the Bell System recruiting team visits your campus.

trate heavily on developing manufacturing methods for this
ECO equipment.

Your \Vestern Electric assignments may cover many of
our other responsibilities as the workl's leading communica-
tions manufacturer. Perhaps yuu'll work on advances in
microwave transmission, or even UIIsatellite cU1I1111uuicatiolls.

Joining Western Electric may well be your right
connection.

Plenty! Consider the problem. \Vestern Electric manufac-
tures the switching svstems which connect some 60-million
~~I t~lephones throl;ghout the U. S. The average call over
? ay s electromechanical system requires 420 relay opera-
tions. All together, this interconnecting equipment makes
up the heart of what is, in effect, the world's largest machine.

!ha~'s where \Vestern Electric and Y0!l come in. The
SWltchmg equipment for this "machine" involves an enor-
~ous manufacturing job carried on by our plants throughout
. Ie ~ountry. Because of the size and service requirements
I~VO v~d, we require quality standards far exceeding those
o ordmary manufacturing. The size of this job presents an
~nusual challenge to the engineer who may save the Bell
Ydstemmany thousands of dollars by even a small cost-

re uction step .
. While today's switching calls for a priority on engineer-
mg tom "11th ' orrow s WI be even more exciting. For even now
t .eIrevolutionary Electronic Central Office is under field
\~a and promises to remake the world of telephony. Future

estern Electric engineers working closely with their
Counterparts at Bell Teleph~ne Laboratories, will concen-

PrinCipal manufact. I" ' lid I d' I' Ind' Allentown and laureldale, Pa,; Winston-Salem, N. C,; Buffalo. N. Y.; North Andover.

M
unng ocallons at Chicago III' Kearny N J' Bailimore, "' ,; n lanapo IS, .. C Sk k' III dass,; Omaha N b' K ' ... ' .' '. C' Okl E' eering Research Center. Princeton, N. J. Teletype orporalion. 0 Ie... an

" • e., ansas City, Mo,; Columbus. OhiO: Oklahoma ,Iy, a, ngm . ' . 195 B d N Y k 7 N Y,lllie Rock Ark AI W ' . d' I II I' headauarters in 16 Cities. General headquarters, roa way. ew or . ,
, . so eslern Electric distribution cenlers in 33 Cities an inS a a Ion
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CRT ASSISTANT
The Oscilloscope Can Work for You to

Lighten the Burdens of Research

by KENNETH LESLEY, E.E.

30
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nical calling. Proper utilization of the
oscilloscope can free more of your
time from diversionary efforts.

Since the development of the oscil-
loscope as a practical instrument, it
has become probably the most versatile
electronic instrument that presently ex.
ists. Primarily, it is a display unit with
the necessary circuits required to facil-
itate the display of an image upon a
fluorescent screen. A cathode ray tube
(CRT to the technicians) much like
that used for display in your television
set is the heart of the system. All of
the other components act to properly
present the signal to the CRT for
presentation. It is not, howev~r, the
purpose of this article to desCflbe the
operation or theory of the OSCIlloscope
but rather to outline a simple method
of graphing through its use.

This instrument is not an exotic
tool of an electrical engineer by any
means and its operation does not reo
quire a complete knowledge of the
theory of operation. A half-hour. to
an hour of reading in the instru~tlOn

.. h' '11sufficlent-manual supplied Wit It WI d
Iy familiarize one with its controls an

.. H' thus gained atheir functIOns. aV1l1g '11
. d f the OSCI0-work1l1g know Ie ge 0 . h

d t beglO t e
scope you are rea y 0, . f your
process of graphical analYSIS 0

specific problem.
:,.-- d" f r the useA necessary con ItlOn 0 .

. measunng
of the OSCIlloscope as a dee
device is that the parameter un It.

d bl to a \'0
study must be trans uca e . I .s

'11 pe dlsp a}age since the OSCI osco . the
, .' This then IS

voltage vanatlOns. The me-
first step of the procedure.

. er
Spartan Engine

plot of the data. Probably by now
your chain of thought has you ponder-
ing about how many more productive
things could have been done during
the time spent on the "coolie labor"
just mentioned. Like any other sci-
entist, you desire to spend your time
on the immediate pursuit of your tech-

Robert Rose of th I .' I .. e e ectl/ca engmeerin IfIIJ/llg all oscilloscope. g sta measllres freqllency response

CHANCES ARE that unless you are
familiar with the oscilloscope you've
been doing more work in the prepara-
tion of graphs than is really necessary.
Recall, if you will, the hours that you,
the scientist, have spent laboriously
measuring data, compiling them into
a usable table and then making a



\

that a photographed llIrVe will nol he
as accurate as the hand-plotted l un'c.
Realize also, though, that wilen hand.
plotting a lun'e from an o~lillo~lOpc
trace, any portion of the char,llleri~til
curve can be minutely inspClted b)'

proper gain wnsiderations. Further,
realize that if you found it neles~ary
in step two to attenuate or amplify
the signal, distortion may have heen
introduled. Your knowlellge of the
expected resulls will help to ,Isll:rl;lin
the degree. if any, of di~tortion intro-
duced. By realization of the limita-
tions and applications of this versatile
instrument, accurate results may be
obtained.

The results ohtained from such
graphs arc usually sufficiently accurate
for most studies. They have heen ob-
tained in what is probably the most
expedient of circumstances making it
possible for the scientist to devote
more time to the pursuit of his tech-
nical work. Use of the oscilloscope as
a graphing instrument is just a sam-
pling of its possibilitit'S and holds no
suggestion as to the degree of sophis-
tication attainable as a study instru-
ment. It has the capabilities and ver-
satility for application in nearly every
field of science.
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Illbe amplifier willg all oJcilloJcope.

scope as the parameters arc varied.
This may revert to some of the "coolie
labor" which we were trying to omit
from the original method. One must
either sit down, drawing equipment
in hand, and record the point by
point plot as seen on the oscilloscope
or he may resort to a much simpler,
time-conserving method. He can pho-
tograph his display! Most laboratory-
type oscilloscopes have a camera
mounting bezel around the face. The
camera is then set for time exposure
and the parameters are varied. The
end result is a photograph of the be-
havior of the variables. If an oscillo-
scope is used that has a scale on the
face which can be illuminated (a not
uncommon feature) and proper cali-
bration data has been taken, the graph
is as complete as one plotted in the
old time-consuming manner.

The fourth and final step of the
procedure is the one in which the bur-
den falls upon you, the scienti~t. This
is the analysis of the data whICh you
have obtained. It is a knowledge of
your field that will give meaning ~o
the validity of the results. The OSCIl-
loscope will not lie to yo~ if you have
used it properly. You w~ll, howev~r,
have to realize its limitatIOns. RealIze

chanical engineer must convert stresses
and strains into voltage variations; the
physicist must convert speed or accel-
eration into voltages; the chemist must
convert temperatures or pressures into
voltages; etc. This is probably the big-
gest problem in the procedure. Its
solution requires a knowledge of the
available transducers. A transducer is
any device that will convert a control
signal from one form into another.
Suggested transducers that would ap-
ply to the situations above are, re-
spectively, the strain gauge, the tach-
ometer, and the thermocouple. Having
converted the parameter into a voltage
form, we arc now ready to proceed
to the next step .

. The .se.cond step of the procedure
IS obtaInIng the proper presentation
upon the face, the CRT, of the oscil-
loscope, This is the area in which
prevIous experience with the instru-
ment is of the most value. The oscil-
loscope .has a definite voltage range
?ver which .it is operable. Usually the
IOstr~ment IS very, very sensitive and
pr?vldes a means of attenuating (weak-
e~Ing) the signal to a safe value. Pre-
\'IOUSexperience will be helpful in
d~te~mining whether a voltage falls
:VlthIn the operating range or whether
It must be attenuated if too large or
amplified if too small. Once a sional
voltage h b . "as een properly adjusted to
the proper range, it may then be
appl~ed to the oscilloscope input
termInals.

l
There are two pairs of input tenni-

oa s Th . '1t : elr use WI I be apparent from
he Instruction book that you will have
read and f th' d ..rom elr escnptlve no-
~Henc~ature.A voltage applied to the

onzontal I " .
h

. nput termInals cause a
onzontal t .face . race across the OSCIlloscope

"V ~hIle a voltage applied to the
ertlcal Inp t" ..u termInals wIll cause

an up-and-d t .Th own race or excursIOn.
e user who '11 b f '1' .

th
' WI e ami lar With

e paramet h'
bl

ers e Intends to graph is
a e to set th 'th . up ese parameters so that

ey wIll be d .Orthe . m~asure on the abSCIssa

d
ordInate In the standard method

USe to gra h th .abl p e vanables. The vari-
e to be m d .will b .easure along the abSCIssa

te . e applied to the horizontal input
rmmals a d th .th . n e second vanable to

ore vertICal input. Once the no-load
normal ..

b . pOsll1on of the spot has
een adJu t de . s e to a convenient refer-
nCe pOInt th ..test h' ' e SCIentist is ready to

IS system.

The third t' ..aete" s ep In obtaInIng a char-
nstlc g h .the data rap. consists of recording

obtaIned from the oscillo-
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ElDOR,SOMETIWlES I GeT lHE IDEA
THAT COMPANY RECRUITINC1REPS
ARE. EXAGGERA.TING- TO us. DON'T
YOU FINO 11 1I-\US?

I WILL LIVE IN ~N ULTRf\-MODtRN
ALL ElECTRONIC HOME SNUGGLE.D
AMONG HIE PINES AT THE EDGE.
OF A CRYSTAL BLUE. LAKE..

WITH MERELY A DOUBLE GARAGE
ONE OF MY SPORTS JOBS Will \-lAVE
TO SIT OUT IN THE. YEAR-ROUND
PlEASANT WEAiHER.

THEY SAID T\.\A.l1 WOULD BEWO~\(IN(]
ON NEW UNCHARTED TRAILS
THROUGI4 THE UNIVERSE .. WITH
T\-IE ONLY LIMITS THOSE IMPOSED
BY MY IMA.&INATION.

THE\' TOLD ME.E~ACTL\' WHAT
MY SALARY WOULD BE, AND ,'lL
HAVE. TO SET ASIDE (TEMPORARILY)
MY PLANS FOR AN OCEAN-GO'~...-
YACHT.

Furthermore, ~ollins is one of the nation's leading growth companies, producing for b~th ~overnd
ment and bUSiness. Commercial fields include airline and business aircraft commuRicahon an

. t' . d d d com'navlga Ion equipment, ata transmission microwave amateur radio broadcast an groun d
. t' . ", I d' Ce ormURIca Ion equipment. Research, development and manufacturing facilities are ocate In

Rapids, Dallas and Burbank.

Col~i~s likes engi.neers ..• 20% of its 13,000 employees are engineers. Callins is in the business,
baSically, of selling the products of their imaginative thinking.

Callins would Iilee to discuss your future with you. Write for the free boo/del -A
Career wilh Collins" and asle your placement Counselor when lhe Collins represenl•
alive will be on campus.

AND SO YOU'RE. JOINING COLLINS?
YES, ALBRECHT, SUCH HONESTY AS

THEIRS SHOULD NOT GO UNREWARDED.
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
DA LLAS. TEXAS BURBANK. CALIfORNIA



!he Nuclear Ship Savannah
IS'lcapa~le of sailing 350,000 nautical
:i es wlt~out refueling. Her uranium

de fuellS packaged in tubes of Nickel

Stainless Steel, more than 5,000of them.
In all, engineers specified 200,000
pounds of Nickel Stainless Steel for use
in the ship's reactor", to meet the de-

j

mands of high opernlinK prcssurell /lnd
temperatures, /lnd to provide much-
needed strength /lnd corrosion rcsist-
ance in this critical application,

How Inco Nickel helps engineers make new designs possible and practical

When you d' .h eSlgn eqUIpment you'll
s:v~ to select materials to me:t given

:vhlceconditions - materials that
mlg t ha t' .
hI

' h t ,ve 0 resIst corrosIOn wear
g emp t "th era ures, or fatigue Over
e years I h d 'all ,nco as eveloped new
oys and gath d' .the ere mformatlOn on

thes~erf~'mance of materials under
dition an man,y other service con-
data :t Inco wI!1 be glad to put this
YOurfutyour dIsposal to help solve

ure metal problems.
Inco's List "A" .tions of 2 con.tall~s descrip-

are avail ~~ Inco publIcatIOns which
cations a e to yo~, covering appli-
its allo an~ proJ?ertIes of Nickel and
tional SYeS,.or LIst "A", write Educa-

rVICes.

The Internat' I N'
N

lOna lckel Company, Inc.
ew York 5, N. 1::

New push-button roof of Nickel
Stainless Steel turns a weatherproof
auditorium into an open-air stadium in
a matter of seconds. The dome will pro-
vide years of carefree beauty. That's
because stainless steel with Nickel in it
is one of the most durable of metals. It's
corrosion-resisting all the way through,

Needle's eye reveals relative size
of a Thermistor, a tiny bead made with
Nickel oxide-used to measure tempera-
tures in and beyond the earth's atmos-
phere. The Nickel oxide helps develop
electrical properties for the accurate
recording of temperature changes as
small as 1/50th of a degree!

~ INTERNATIONAL NICKEL
The I ........

nternation I N' ..-prOducer of Ina I~kel Company, Inc., is the U.S. affiliate of The International Nickel ~ompany of ~anada, LImIted (I~co-Cnnada)
co NIckel, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore, Tellurium, Selenium, Sulfur and platmum, PalladIum and Other PrecIous Metals.



shielding, in the equipment, and in
the arrangement of plant and equip-
ment. This is brought about by the
fact that reactor feed water is in direct
contact with the nuclear core, which
provides the heat to convert the water
to steam,

BIG ROCK POINT
(COil!, fr01l1 page 13)

Boiling water reactors have proved
to be inherently safe because they tend
to shut themselves down if trouble
develops, Safety systems of several
types, operating independently of each
other, will also assure fullest protec.
tion to plant personnel, visitors and
neighboring residents,

Big Rock plant incorporates two in-
dependent fail-safe protection systems
which must both de-energize to result
in a scram, or very rapid shutdown.

A tube-type tank heat exchanger
system will dissipate reactor heat de.
cay in the remote case of, a scra~,
when the main condenser IS unavail-
able as the heat sink. This condition
could be caused by a power failure
or loss of cooling water for the main
condenser, w he reu pon the react~r
would scram due to an increase In

back pressure,

As a further backup to the control
rod system, a solution containing bor-
on can be injected into the reactor
pressure vessel to reduce neutron ac.
tivity and insure positive control of
the reactor.

An additional safety feature will be
the steel sphere enclosing the reactor
itself.

Three types of radioactive wast~s
, , ,liquid, solid, and gaseous.,. wIll
be handled by concentrating and star.

d d' h 'g Con-ing or diluting an ISC arglfi '
, ., res all gaseOUStlnUOUS mOnItorIng assu .

or liquid releases are below the per-
, . t' of themlsslble levels for protec IOn

site and environs.

The building of the Big Rock point
'd that nu,Nuclear Plant gives eVI ence ,

. ' to take Itsclear power is beginnIng , b
,d Id better esta .place alongsl e 0 er, .

lished forms of electrical energ}
, E ergy Com-production, The AtomiC n ,

.. t an Impor.mission sees thiS projec as f
d. th search ortant step forwar In e hat

the technological developments t
. b ut the pro-are required to brmg a 0

(COil!. Oil page 50)
. erSpartan Engine

WHO
ME?
WRITE
~PE~"?

AIR CONDITIONING
REFRIGERATION
HEATING

HEAT TRANSFER

and chances are you'll profit by knowing

Chances are you'll eventually be involved

in some way with specifications for:

the One Manufacturer providing

"one source-one responsibility" for all four.

DUNHAM-BUSH, INC•
WEST HARTFORD 10 • CONNECTICUT •

U. S. A.34



Energy cony - - •_ erslon IS our business .'.•.

MarCh, 1961

A candle in a dark room?
Transverse and/or Visible electro-
magnetic waves?
A universal constant?
How many wave lengths in a photon?

Is light affected by gravity?

A full appreciation of light nnd nil
its phenomena is essential to tho
successful completion of our energy
conversion mission.
We use this knowledge constnntly-
as, for example, in our recent devel-
opment of a photo.voltaic conversion
system and a mechanicnl-opticnl
system to convert liRht enerRY to
electrical energy.

To aid us in our inquiries wo call
on the talents of General Motors
Corporation. its Divisions and other
individuals and organizations. By
applying this systems engineering
concept to new research projects
we increase the effectiveness with
which we accomplish our mission-
exploring the needs of advanced
propulsion and weapons systems.

Division of General Motors. Indianapolis. Indiana.
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AIR POLLUTION
(Cont. from page 20)

each year may be expected to bring
150 days of noticeable eye irritation.
The weather has not changed. There
are still 85 days a year when a com-
bination of strong atmospheric tem-
perature inversion and low wind
velocity will produce a greatly re-
stricted air volume. The continued in-
crease in days of the irritation may
then be laid to increasing automobile
traffic, which provides the exhaust
gases for the photochemical reaction.
It is increasing in other major cities
as well. No longer is air pollution
news datelined Los Angeles, London,
or Pittsburgh. Recent news articles
have carried the names Paris Moscow
Tokyo, and Hamburg. Pra~tically n~
large American city is exempt, al-
th~ugh ea~h may ha ve a problem
ul1Ique to Its own location and econ.
omy. New York calls its problem
"smaze" (smoke + haze); EI Paso
speaks of "smust" (smoke + dust).
The point is, as cities grow, the ordin-
ary .daily activities of a larger pop-
ulatl?n send more pollutants into
restrICted atmospheres. The emissions
of air pollutants per square mile in-
crease until control laws put on the
brakes.

. Can air pollution be expected to
II1crease? Or will it decrease? Indus-
trial ~ir pollution i.s probably already
past Its peak. Considerable research is
going on to develop methods for con.
t~olling particularly obsti nate emis-
SIOns, and eventually they, too, will
come under control.

A different picture unfolds with re-
gard to domestic pollution, or that
~na~e by individuals. Single.chamber
II1Cll1erators, open fires, and trucks
send a variety of wastes into the air.
In most cases these emissions are un.
controlled, and the tendency of people
to congregate in urban communities
puts a load of pollution into the at.
mo~phere that ~vill probably continue
~o II1crease until economic and polit-
Ically palatable means of control are
developed .

The effect of a changing technology
o~ the extent of air pollution is more
difficult to assess. One can visualize
changes i.n power sources that may
have considerable impact on air II. po u-
tlOn. ~doption of nuclear power will
dramatically decrease pollution from
power plants. Any trend to gaseous
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fuels, either natural gas or gasified
coal, will markedly reduce smoke, fly
ash, and sulfur dioxide emissions. A
much greater impact will be made by
changes in the automotive power
plant. Gas turbines, free-piston en-
gines, fuel cells, and semi-diesel en-
gines all present problems, but funda-
mentally each has less air pollution
potential than the present spark-ignited
internal-combustion engine.

The Fed era I Government entered
the air pollution scene on a large scale
with the passage of Public Law 159
in 1955. This law directed the U. S.
Public Health Service to conduct and
support research on air pollution and
to provide technical services to state
and local governments and to private
agencies. Among its activities have
been initiation of research in various
governmental facilities, particularly the
Taft Sanitary Engineering Center; re-
search grants to universities and re-
se~rc~ institutes for specific medical,
sCientific, and engineering studies.

One of the problems faced by the
U. S. Public Health Service is alloca-
tion of research funds to the satisfac-
tion of various communities. Public
officials in California press for an all-
out attack on automobile exhaust; oth-
ers want priority placed on emission
standards and control of effluents from
specific industries; still others want
laboratories established in specific lo-
calities to study urgent local problems.

In connection with this the role of
~nive:sities and colleges in air poilu.
tlon IS primarily a research function
supported largely through grants f ro~
the U. S. Public Health Service and
various. industrial organizations. The
\~ork IS fundamental and is seldom
aimed toward the solution of a specific
problem, yet the published results of
these scientific studies are usually of
more lasting value than those from
~roblem-oriented industrial investiga-
tIons.

. There is also a trend toward includ.
1I1~ some ~orma.1 instruction in air pol.
lutIon subjects 111 sanitary ... engll1eerll1g
cumcula. Seve ral technical societies
have .also b~nded together in the
A~encan Sanitary Engineering Inter-
sOCle~yBo.ard to improve training and
practices 111 sanitary engl'n' .I d" eenng, 111-
c u II1g aIr pollution control.

Fo: ass!stance in the solution to
pressll1g aIr pollution problems how-
ever m . d' 'f ' any 10 ustnes have contracted
or investigation by research institutes.

In many cases this has been a. more
satisfactory arrangement than grants
to ed.ucatlOnal Institutions. Full-time
attentIOn can usually be given to the
pro~lem, a greater variety of skills is
avaIlable, and specific studies can be
performed under contract.

An~ther important aspect of the air
pollutIOn problem is the cost of air
pollution control. This will vary from
the few c~nts required to repack a
valve leakIng a volatile solvent to
n~u~ti-million dollar electrostatic pre-
Cipitators on open-hearth furnaces.

In some instances, control of air
pollution may return a profit. As com-
bustion e ng in ee rs continually point
out, smoke indicates a loss of heat
a waste of energy. Accordingly, bette;
co~bustion not only reduces air pol.
lutlOn but also returns a profit in more
efficient utilization of fuel. In most
cases, however, the preventive meas-
ures are an additional expense.

One should realize that control at
the source through the use of abate.
ment equipment is only one means of
air pollution control. Industrial zoning
and meteorological control are two
other methods that have received at.
tention. Meteorological control has
two facets: (1) intelligent use of the
atmosphere for pollution dispersion
and (2) treatment of the atmosphere
to prevent accumulation of dangerous
or annoying amounts of pollutants.

Man has used the atmosphere for
centuries as a means of carrying away
waste, most of the time successfully.
An air pollution problem arises only
when the atmosphere is overloaded.
To remedy this situation, some au-
thorities have s ugges ted that when
stable atmospheric conditions are pre.
dicted the industrial plant curtail its
emissions. In this way the great dilut-
ing power of the atmosphere could
be utilized most of the time, and the
emission could well be restricted wr.en
a pollution problem might develop .

\X'hat can be done to solve the
problem? Since it is so diverse and
widespread, it can be attacked in many
ways. The only successful attack, ho\:-
ever, is one that recognized certalO
basic needs and is directed specificaIly
towards meeting those needs. These
are:

1. More information relating the
sources of air pollution to effects on
people and property. Only when we

(Cont. on page 50)
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There are many likely reasons.
Perhaps the best one is the sum
total of them all:

At Du Pont, there are no dead-
end streets for able, ambitious

people.

For example, Du Pont is grow-
ing constantly, and growth means
more jobs. Every year we spend
$90 million in research alone, to
develop new products that create
challenging new opportunities.

In addition, Du Pont invests an
average of $33,000 in each em-
ployeeto provide the most modern
equipment, the finest facilities, the
best supporting services - factors
of special significance to the tech-
nical man •

March, 1961

WHY
DO

DU PONT
MEN
STAY

DU PONT
MEN

?•

Whatever the reasons, a recent
survey of ten large companies
showed that Du Pont's turnover
rate among technical personnel is
within a fraction of one per cent
of being the absolute lowest! More-
over, after five years of service, the
majority of Du Pont engineers and
scientists remain for the rest of
their careers.

We think there's food for serious
thought in these facts for new engi.
neers, chemists, mathematicians
and physicists who are determined
to succeed. For more information
about opportunities here, ask your
Placement OffIcer for litcrature. Or
write: E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co. (Inc.), 2419.3 Nemours Build-
ing, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

([(]PD~
-.S. "'.I,N' 01'-

Better Things for Better Living
••• through Chemistry
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How do You
Measure Achievement?

At Delco Radio Division of General Motors we consider
our position of prominence in the fields of electronics and
solid state physics a positive measure of achievement.

TALENT-bold, imaginative talent stimulated by
the challenge of new concepts-was responsible for this
achievement.

However, past accomplishments are significant only
insomuch as they indicate the path of the future.
At Delco this path is clearly charted ... we intend to
maintain our leadership.

Our current intensive programs in semiconductor
device development and materials research unfold new
challengesdaily. Meeting these challenges requires a constant
infusion of new ideas and new talent-aggressive new
talent. That's what we're looking for.

If your interests and abilities are along these lines,
and you're interested in becoming a part of this ambitious
Delco, GM team, write to Mr. Carl Longshore-Supervisor,
Salaried Employment. Or, talk with our representative
when he visits your campus.

@LCO RADIO DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
KOKOMO, INDIANA
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RESISTANCE TO
PUNISHMENT of
any severe-service part
increased by designing
it to be forged

UPstlter, or hOrizontal/orcin, machine

Gear blanks for tractor and farm implement transmissions are designed to he
upset-forged, usually with integral forged stub shafts. Forging gives these vital
parts maximum resistance to gear-clashing shifts. Transmission life can
be equal to equipment life when gears are FORGED.

When you design with forgings right from the start, you take full advantage
of the many benefits which only forgings offer: highest ratio of strength to weight
..• highest resistance to impact, shock, vibration, torsion ...
preferential orientation of flow lines in the forging to concentrate
strength where required ... absence of wasteful inclusions and voids.

Forged parts start out as better metal ... are made even better
by the hammer blows or pressures of the forging process. Write
for literature to help you design, specify, and procure forged parts.

39
Ndme. oj ,ponlorinl comptJni~. on reque,' 10 ./ai. m.,tJtineDrop Forging Association. Cleveland 13, Ohio
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DRY PUMP
Hailed as "the pump that never gets wet", the

Randolph Pump operates on a principle designed to
eliminate all contact of moving parts with the fluid
being pumped. Intake and outlet are one continuous
flexible tube which passes through the pump body
where it is exposed to the sguee-gee action of ball-
bearing rollers.

By selecting tubing material suitable to the liguid
being handled, a wide variety of corrosive, sterile,
and abrasive liguids or gases can be pumped without
contamination or injury to the pump.

The Randolph Pump's versatility has resulted in
its immediate acceptance by many diverse industries
utilizing processes where corrosion, contamination or
abrasion were once a problem.

The pump comes in two sizes, 54 and 185 gallons
per hour. Available with or without motor; also with
speed controls and explosion-proof fittings for use
in hazardous areas.

PLASMA JET ROCK CUTTING
A series of developmental :~periments utilizing

the new Plasmatron spray deposlt1l1g device has prov-

40

en the usefulness of the instrument as a cutting tool
for a wide variety of rock formations.

According to Plasmadyne Corporation engineers,
developers of the spray gun, the entire cut illustrated
above, of granite was completed in less than two
seconds. The cutting of the rock is accomplished en-
tirely by the action of the super-heated gases-no
abrasive materials are used. In addition to simple
cutting, Plasmatron rock cutting is said to be useful
in shaping rocks. By using lower gas temperatures,
the rocks are actually melted and permitted to flow
to desired shapes. The gas pressure can be used to
guide the formation of the molten rock.

The Plasmatron guns are being widely used for
spray depositing high and low temperature materials
such as tungsten, carbides, borides, nitrides, refrac-
tory oxides and epoxies.

MAN-MADE DIAMONDS
"For the first time in history, man has made large

diamonds," according to Dr. Guy Suits, Ge,~eral
Electric vice president and director of research. The
large diamonds are over a carat in size. They are
dark in color and because of structural imperfec-
tions, they are ~ot yet of sufficient mechanical
strength for industrial application," Suits said.

This scientific feat was achieved at the General
Electric Research Laboratory in Schenectady, whe~e
the first man-made diamonds were announced III

1955. "These new, large diamonds," Suits repor~ed,
"are the latest milestone in a high-temperature, hlgh-
pressure research program that we have pursued
since our initial success in converting common gra-
phite into diamonds."

Suits pointed out that the large diamond wor~ is
still in the early development stage. "It is impossIble
to predict when we will succeed in making large
diamonds with mechanical properties comparable to
?ur small diamonds, which have proven to .be sup~::
lor to natural diamonds for many industnal .app
cations," Suits said. Suites observed that GE Illdus,

Spartan Engineer
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WHAT'S NEW
trial diamonds are of the utmost strategic importance
today. "The major source of natural diamonds is the
Congo, and the uncertain conditions there demon-
strate how fortunate it is that industry can turn to
man-made diamonds for many of its needs," he said.

VERSATILE TESTER
Tensile, compression, and guided bend tests can

all be made on a single machine just announced by
Steel City Testing Machines, Inc., 8817 Lyndon Av~-
nUe, Detroit 38, Michigan. Motor and hydraulIC
power unit are located within the base of the tester,
and the controls are conveniently mounted on the
~ront. Model TE-lO-AS, shown in the accompanying
tllu~tration, has a capacity of 10,000 pounds, and is
eq.ulp~ed with two gauges to register the . load ap-
plted .I~ two ranges. Similar machines havlOg other
capacItIes can be provided.

Guided bend testing, which consists of ben~ing
butt-welded samples that are originally flat II1to
~-shape~ at the welds, is performed in the compr.es-
Ion testlOg area of the machine. The fixture, whICh

conforms with A WS, ASME, ASTM, and U. S. Gov-
ernment specifications consists of a punch secured to
the underside of the u'pper platen and a die mounted
o~ the middle platen by means of two locating pins.
~Ixtures are quickly interchangeable to permit test-
Ing butt-welded specimens of various thickness.
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. When used as a tensile testing machine, the lower
jaW holder is placed in one of the three sets of slots,
to suit ~he specimen length. A variety of jaw inserts
are ~vatlable .to hold specimens up to V2 inch thick by
IV2 IOches WIde, or % inch in diameter. The machine
shown will accommodate specimens up to 8 inches
long; other models will handle longer specimens.

For compression testing, the guided bend fixture
is replaced by a pair of hardened compression plates.
!he space available for compression testing is 91/2
IOches high by 8 inches between the vertical pulling
rods. This space will accommodate a Steel City dial-
indicater type proving ring for calibrating the ma-
chine.

A feature of the machine is its compactness, with
a floor space of only 14 by 24 inches, an over-all
height of 74 inches, and a weight of about 500
pounds. Also, the cost, which depends on the num-
ber of jaws and guided bend fixtures reguired, is
low, making it practical for performing routine tests
instead of doing them on more elaborate and expen-
sive universal testing machines.

VOTE BY PI-lONE?
Voters may cast their ballots by telephone in the

future, suggests a Michigan State University pol itical
scientist.

"The American election system has available-or
imminently available-the eCjuipment for allowing
each citizen to vote in the privacy of his home, with
the final returns becoming available a matter of
minutes after the closing of the polls," reports Dr.
Ralph M. Goldman.

"Televoting," he believes, would afTer indi~idual
voters election officials and the general publiC the
maxi~um in convenience and efficiency.

In a "telelection," Dr. Goldman writes in the
telephone industry journal, "Telephony," ballots
would be mailed to registered voters a few days be.
fore an election.

On election day, the voter would dial h.is own
special code number and hear a rec?rded VOICesa~:
"The Televoter is nOWready to receIve your ballot.

By dialing certain code num~ers,. the voter could
te a straight party ticket, spltt hIS ballot or not

~~te for certain offices. A recorded voice woul.d then
t 11 him how he voted. He could chang~ hiS vote
beefore dialing a "terminating" code whICh would
irrevocably cast his ballot. .

Ballots would be tallied by an ~lectronlC com-
t al location A few mlOutes after the

Puter at a cen r. k
1 d the final results would be nown.polls were c ose , ,,'

"All that is needed," Dr. Goldman reports, .... ~s
a well constructed and \vell-instructed' elec~ro~lc

t Ius a simple system of codes for dlaltng
compu er p . Id bThe only other regUlrement wou e athe vote. d"
system for preventing frau .



ENGINEERING NOTICE:
ENGINEERS and

with BS, MS or

ASSIGNMENT:
Select tIle company where you will move allead
in your engineering or scienti~c careers.

FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED:
Wllicll companies offer opportunities for the
most signi~cant accomplisllments in the years to
come? Which compa/lies place the engineer or
scientist in a truly professional status? What
types of projects do these companies llave in
which opportunities arc available?

For your consideration, Ilere are some of the
reasons why we believe tIle i'ldividual cllallenge
is greater, tI,e potential professional advancement
surer at ...

MARTIN
BALTIMORE

COMPANY POTENTIAL:
l\Iartin is the leader in missile/space engineering,
teclmology and production. Martin has aclzieved
universal recognition for its problem.to-llardware
capabilities. 1t lzas tIle experience, tI,e engineer-
ing, scienti~c and production know-how to con-
tinue to lead the way.

SOME MARTIN PROJECTS:
Assignments arc ami/able on TITAN, DYNA-
SOAR, APOLLO, MACE, PERSHING, SPACE
VEHICLE and SATELLITE projects ... also
in our NUCLEAR DIVISION and in our inde.
pendent RESEARCH DEPARTMENT.

PROFESSIONAL ATMOSPHERE:
Martin is a company tllat fully respects tIle pro-
fessional status of engineers and scientists. Our
top executives are engineers. Ours is an engineer-
ing-oriented company.

SCIENTISTS

PhD Degrees

TYPES OF SPECIALTIES NEEDED:
1n our Electronics Division, we have assignments
to work ;,t ground electronics, radar, sonar,
instrumentation, reliability, transistor circuitry,
communications, countermeasures, reconnaissance
systems, guidance and control systems, infra-red,
etc.

In our Weapons Systems Division, we I,ave
assignments on "aero-missile" applications, liquid
rocket propulsion, flight dynamics, structural
dynamics, thermodynamics, mechanical gromul
support equipment, ordnance systems.

In our Nuclear Division, there are opportunities
in tIle compact reactor program, nuclear rocket
propulsion systems, the direct conversion R & D
program and related nllclear I'h ysics programs.

In our Research Department, there are potential
assignments for Engineers and Scientists with
advanced degrees for research involving metal-
lurgy, plastics and ceramics e/lemistry, gen~ral
and solid states physics, mee/tanics, aerophyslcs,
cryogenics, communications theory, physiology
(plant), thermodynamics and other specialties.

ADV ANCED DEGREE PROGRAM:
At Martin-Baltimore, the Drexel Iustitute of
Technology offers courses leading to the degree
of Master of Science in aeronalltical, electrical
and mechanical engineering. Financial assistance
is offered to employees engaged in graduate
stlldy.

COMPANY LOCATION:
Our plant is located in bealltiful Maryland, tlte
land of graciolls living, tIle Colts, the Orioles,
splendid mllsic and drama seasons, the Cllesa-
peake Bay, fabulous seafood and ideal- yet
economical-family living.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT MARTIN-BALTIMORE

CONTACT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICER OR WRITE TO:

MR. D. S. REED, COLLEGE RELATIONS, THE MARTIN COMPANY, Baltimore 3, Maryland

lflii~ ~ -'-'IV
BALTIMORE
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The Periodic Table lists all the known elements of tbe world we live in. , , more tban balf of tbem W1Cdby Union Carbide

This is the world of Union Carbide
••• bringing you a steady stream of better products from the basic elements of nature

C b'd You're probably one of the millions who have used such Union
t€ax. I e products as PRESTONEanti-freeze, EVEREADYflasWights and bat-
is~esbor,PYROFA:Cbottled gas, But the major part of Union Carbide's outputfit aSle matenals, employed by more than 50,000 industrial customers to

your life with useful things,
pI ts. T,he 70,000 people of Union Carbide operate more than 400C: d mme.s,mIlls, laboratories, warehouses, and officesin the United States,
of 3; Oa,and P~erto Rico, With these vast resources and skills, and the help
carb' 00 supplIers, they create a variety of products in the fields of metals,

ons, gases, plastics, and chemicals.
bette . It is men and women working together to provide new and
ofU r.matenals that gives full meaning to Union Carbide. And the people
the mon ?arbide, backed by 128 000 stockholders, will go on bringing yoU

neces f' fIi'the hi Sl les and conveniences that will help keep our standard 0 vmg
ghest in th ld .'" e wor • Periodic Chart OWelch-Cblcago

."'terms "Eveready," "Prestone." "Pyrofax." and "Union Carbide" are trade marks of Union Carbide Corporation.
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Leam more about the produetR of
Union Carbide and its work in
atomic energy, Visit the science
exhibit at 270 Park Avenue, New
York, or write for booklet" The Ex-
citing Universe of Union Carbide,"
Union Carbide Corporation, 270
Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
In Canada, Union Carbide Canada
Limited, Toronto.

•..a hand
in things to come
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CHROMIUM MANGANESE
ANTIMONIDE

Unique Metallic Compound Has a Variable Magnetic Property

Edited by GEORGE FOLEY, Pre-Law

CHROMIUM MANGANESE AN-
TIMONIDE is the name for a unique
metallic compound. This compound,
besides possessing an unusual name,
also exhibits unusual on-and-off mag-
netic characteristics. This new material
is a brittle, gray manganese compound
which will become magnetic as the
temperature rises above a point pre-
determined by its chemical composi-
tion. Once the temperature drops
below that point it becomes non-
magnetic. By slight changes in the
chemical composition, the predeter-
mined point can be varied over a wide
range of temperatures.

This material was discovered by Du
Pont scientists engaged in fundamen-
tal research on magnetism, the invis-
ible force that lets a small boy pick
up a nail with his horseshoe magnet.
A material is magnetic if it is at-
tracted by a permanent magnet. Iron
is magnetic, for example, while silver
is not. Most magnetic materials nor-
mally stay magnetic, their magnetism
diminishing gradually as temperature
increases until it finally disappears (in
iron not until 1420 deg. F).

These properties are not the case
with the new compound. It is attracted
to a permanent magnet when its tem-
perature is at or moderately above a
certain level. \Xfhen below this level
it is not magnetic. Scientists can ad-
just the level as desired over a range
of several hundred degrees .

The compound's abrupt magnetic
change occurs because the distance be-
tween its atoms determines how the
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inner magnetic forces are lined up.
When the distance is less than a spe-
cific length, the forces are aligned in
a non-magnetic pattern; when the spe-
cific length is longer, they swing into
a magnetic pattern. The compound
contracts and expands as other sub-
stances do, and its range of contrac-
tion includes the dimension at which
the magnetic forces shift. Hence tem-
perature brings about magnetic change.
The temperature at which the transi-
tion occurs can be adjusted simply by
changing the composition slightly.

Chromium manganese antimonide
was the first inter-metallic compound
found to exhibit the characteristics de-
scribed. Several others have since been
discovered. Manganese antimonide it-
self is a well known ferromagnetic
substance exhibiting normal properties.
The addition of the chromium in
proper quantity produces the unusual
properties. Scientifically, the change in
the material as the temperature goes
below the transition point is an abrupt
temperature induced shift from the
ferromagnetic to the anti ferromagnetic
state. This process has been named
"exchange inversion." Below the tran-
sition temperature, the exchange inter-
actions between electrons are believed
to align the magnetic moments of the
manganese atoms to give a cancella-
tion and no net magnetic force. Above
the transition temperature, the elec-
tronic interactions change to give a new
alignment of magnetic moments yield-
ing a net magnetic force. The change
is associated with the decrease in phys-

ical size-0.2 per cent in a composI-
tion whose transition occurs in the
room temperature range.

It appears that there is a. critical
interatomic dimension at whICh the
transition occurs. This dimension falls
within the range of normal thermal
contraction of the new material. The
transition temperature can be adjusted
by varying the proportion of, chro-
mium in the compound. ExperIments
to date indicate that it is practical to
vary the transition temperature from
near absolute zero to over 100 degrees
C. Maximum magnetization of most
magnetic substances occurs near ab-
solute zero (- 273.1 degrees C), In
the new compound it occurs ins,tc:ad
at, or slightly above, the tranSitIOn

. agnetlza-temperature. A maximum m ,
tion of about 2000 gauss is typical ~f
samples with transitions that occur III

the room-temperature range.
.. '0 force in na-MagnetIsm IS a maJ r

ture and science. The new compound
is leading to a better basic understa?d-

. d may in tImeing of magnetism an .
. I deVICeslead to some new practlca

. 'ne\'-because it has magnetIC properties
. t mic struc-er before known. Slllce a 0 ,

. properties,ture con trois magnetic .
d. f magnetismthorough understan lllg 0 b t

can yield precise information a ou
ful mlCro-

Particles the most power ..
b t r lllvestl'scope can not see. La ora 0 Y ,

d' beha\-gation of the new compoun s. I}'
. I' ht prevIOUSior is sheddlllg Ig on. d

f etlsm anunknown aspects 0 magn d' old
will extend knowledge beyon ItS
bounds.
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PhD, MS, BS in EE
PhD, MS in Physics and Mathematics
-would you rather blaze trails in electronic

communications theory or consolidate
territory newly 'Won?

YOU CAN AIM YOUR CAREER IN EITHER DIRECTION
AT STROMBERG-CARLSON

Division of General Dynamics

... where a group of outstanding scientists
and engineers are conducting both theoretical
and applied studies in many aspects of the
science of communications

While our broad concern at Stromberg-Carlson is in the acqui-
sition, transmission, processing, storage and display of com-
munications data, ancilliary investigations - often seemingly
remote - are carried on to enhance our basic understanding
of the communications field.

TO THE ADVANCED DEGREE CANDIDATE this fre-
quently offers the opportunity, upon completion of his studies,
to continue theoretical investigations initiated in thesis
preparation.

TO THE MAN WHO HAS RECENTLY RECEIVED HIS
BS, it provides varied career choices: to work directly with
experts on research projects; to participate in advanced devel.
opment engineering concerned with the solution of complex
systems engineering and equipment problems; to undertake
the design of specific hardware which may involve the first
practical utilization of new knowledge.

AT ALL LEVELS, the opportunities for professional growth
are exceptional, not only through concentration on work in
advanced areas but through continual contact with able men
trained in other disciplines. Informal consultation between
engineers, physicists, mathematicians, psychologists and lin-
guists is available on a day to day basis. Further, with scien-
tists it is the aim of Stromberg-Carlson's technically-traine.d
management to maintain the atmosphere of the academiC
~o.rld, encouraging discussion, publication of papers and par-
tiCipation in technical symposia .

The list below indicates
the range of work currently
in progress.

FIELDS OF RESEARCH ENDEAVOR
Paramagnetic Resonance
Thin Photoconductor films
ferroelectricity
Propagation and Coding
Speech Analysis
Bandwidth Compression
Hydro.Acoustic Transducers
Molecular Electronics
Defect Solid State Physics
Parametric Devices
Tunnel Diode Logic
Scalier Propagation Analysis
Plasma Physics

ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT & ENGINEERING
ICBM Communications
Electronic Switching
Nuclear Instrumentation
High.Speed Digital Data Communications
Electronics Reconnaissance Systems
Single Sideband Communications
Synchronous Data Transmission
ASW Techniques
Machine Tool Automation
Radio Data Links
High Intensity Sound Generators
Air Acoustics
Shaped Beam Display Systems
High.Speed Automatic Missile Check.Out Equipment
Super.Speed Read.Out and Printing Equipment
Electro Acoustics & Transducers
Logic Systems
Sound Systems
Rf Equipment
Precision Hi.fi Components

. 't t th C llege Relations Section,For further inf01'matwn wrt e 0 e 0
Engineering Personnel Department.

STROMBERG-CARLSON
ERAL DYNAMICS

A DIVISION OF GEN
1450 North Goodman St.. Rochester 3. New York
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SIDETRACKED

Famous tjuotes from great Ameri-
cans:

General Custer: "[ never saw so
damn many Indians in all my life,"

Abraham Lincoln to his wife: "You
and your damn theater tickets,"

Eli Whitney: "Keep your cotton
pickin' hands off my gin,"

George Washington to his men be-
fore crossing the Ddaware: "Get into
the boat, men,"

Paul Revere at the end of his famous
ride: "Whoa!"

* * *
Prof: "\'{'dl, is the theory clear to

you now?"

Student: "Yt'ah, just as though it
h~\d been translated into Hindustani by
Gertrude Stein and read to me by a
tobacco auctioneer."

* * *
A South American man was describ-

ing his country to an American wom-
an:

"Our most popular sport is bull.
fighting," he told her.

"[sn't it reyo[ting?" she asked,

"No," he replied, "That's the sec.
and most popular sport."

* * *
CE, Prof: "Explain the operation

of a steam shovel?"

\'(Talt: "Don't kid me, you can't
shovel steam,"
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The deans who think our jokes are
rough

Would quickly change their yiews

[f they'd compare the ones we print
\'(Tith the ones we're scared to use,

* * *
Prof: "Why don't you answer when
call your name?"

ME: "I nodded my head,"

Prof: "You don't expect me to hear
the rattle all the way up here do you?"

* * *
Dean: "I have a report here that

says coke, soda, and whiskey were
found in your room, What do you
make of that?"

Student: "Highballs, sir."

* * *
During Krushchev's recent tour of

Washington, D,C, he was yery quiet.
However, when he saw the Washing-
ton Monument he put his hand oyer
his mouth and snickered loudly:
"They'll neyer get it off the ground,"

* * *
"Hey, Dad, I'm home from school

again."

"What the devil did you do this
time ?"

"I graduated,"

* * *
Tourist Guide: "We are passing the

largest brewery in the United States,"
CE,: "Why?"

Haye you heard about the new econ-
omy car? It's a cross between a Valiant
and a Comet. It's called a Vomit and
comes In seven barfy colors,

* * *
Let's eat, drink, and be merry today
For tomorrow we may die;
Let's fill the hours to the brim
Then we shall say goodbye,
The morrow's here - we're still alive,
Last night was such delight!
And just in case we die tomorrow,
Let's celebrate tonight!

* * *
Definintion of a redhead: A com-

munist outhouse.

* * *
A wealthy Detroiter, returning from

his grand tour abroad, was asked by
an artistic friend whether he had man.
aged to pick up a Van Gogh or Picas.

so abroad,
"Naw" said the traveler, "They're

all righ~-hand drive over there "and
besides I got three Buicks anyway,

* * *
He: "What's thaI?"
She: "A ton of steel wool. I'm knit-

ting myself a sports car."

* * *
Know what becomes of doughnu~

holes after the doughnuts are eaten,
IBM makes a fortune cutting 'em up

d ' them onin little pieces an past1l1g
cards,

Spartan Engineer
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Will you be a name or will you be an indivi-
dual? Your job choice will make the differ-
ence. At Allis-Chalmers, training of neW
personnel is not an assembly.line process.
Training, job assignments, promotions are
gauged to your growth as an individual.
Personal counseling is considered the key to
your success ••• various members of man-
agement meet with you to help you tailor a
training program in keeping with your back-
ground, interests and future plans.

Career opportunities exist with electrical
and mechanical equipment serving a wide
variety of industry. Check with your place-
ment counselor for detailed information. For
a personal copy of Bulletin 25B6085,"Where
DoYou Go From Here?" giving facts on our
company and our training program, write
Mr. c. M. Rawles, Manager, Recruitment and
Placement, Graduate Training Department,
Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin.

Designers and producers of Industrial systems; and
manufacturers of compressors, crushers, earth movers,
engines, kilns, motors and controls, nuclear ~eaclors,
pumps, steam and hydraulic turbines, sWitchgear,
tractors, transformers, valves. ".1420

ALLIS-CHALMERS
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expanding in fertilizers •• . a growth industry
Fertilizer consumption in the United States is up
88% in 15 years-from 13,466,000 to 25,313,000
tons.

In the same 15 years, consumption in the 16central
states increased almost 140%-from 4,607,000 to
11,009,000 tons. This is the primary market for
National Distillers and Chemical Corporation's fer-
tilizer chemicals-ammonia, nitrogen solutions and
sulfuric and phosphoric acids manufactured at
U. S. I.division plants in Illinois, Iowa and Kansas.
Now National has taken an important forward step
in integrating its fertilizer operations by merger

with Federal Chemical Company. Federal is a 76-
year-old mixed fertilizer manufacturer wit~ s.ix
modern plants in Kentucky, Tennessee, IllmOls,
Indiana and Ohio, heart of the mid-west farm belt.

A Career at National ••• National Distillers'
progress in the expanding fertilizer chemicals field
is part and parcel of its substantial growth in indus-
trial chemicals, metals and plastics. Chemists ~nd
engineers seeking a challenging career in a gro~mg
organization are invited to contact our ProfeSSIOnal
Employment Manager, 99 Park Avenue, New York
16, N. Y.

NATIONAL DISTillERS and CHEMICAL CORPORATION
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NEW YORK 16, N. Y~

THE COMPANY WITH THE FIVE INDUSTRY FUTURE
LIQUORS • INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS • PLASTICS • FERTILIZER CHEMICALS • METALS

Spartan Engineer
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A "stream-of-action" environment with unusual growth
possibilities should be a major factor in a choice of
career. And that's an excellent reason for considering
carefully the opportunities existing in Sikorsky Aircraft.

We believe that our company is just the "right-sized
stream". Young engineers can enjoy diversified, small-
group activities, as well as stature opportunities in a
field that is wide open to the expression of imagination
and professional competence.

Sikorsky Aircraft is the company which pioneered the
modern helicopter. Our current program is far-ranging
and is recognized as one of the broadest and most
challenging in the entire aircraft industry.

Work associations are stimulating and in an atmosphere
of progress. Assignments could include joining an elec-
tronic team of twenty to thirty associates-or-working
with a highly selective group of four or five on interest-
ing problems of radiation, instrumentation, auto pilot-
age, automatic stabilization, etc.

H you want to enter this "stream-of-action", the time is
now. Opportunities for personal progress have never
been greater.
For detailed information about careers with us, please
write to Mr. James L. Purfi~ld, Employment Sllp~"visor.

. at S-IKORSKV AIRCRAFT

t~d4'GRDW-there's room

- SIKORSKY AIRCRAfT
D I v I 5 ION 0 FUN IT ED A IRe R AFT COR P 0 RA.T ION

STRATFORD
CONNECTICUT
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AIR POLLUTION
(Cont. fl'OIll pClge 36)
know the effects of various types and
amounts of pollutants can we proceed
intelligently against harmful emissions.

2. Development of effective con-
trol methods that will not be so ex-
pensive as to disrupt the economy of
the community.

3. Broad dissemination of the facts
of air pollution in language readily
understood by the public. Any restric-
tive law or regulation must have pub-
Iic acceptance.

4. A cooperative approach between
business and government toward legis-
lation adequate to protect the public,
yet in keeping with the democratic
principle of fair play.

By meeting these four needs, much
can be done to alleviate one of the
main problems of our industrial
society.

BIG IWCK POINT
(ConI. frolll fiage 34)
duction of electrical power from nu-
clear energy at an acceptable cost.

However, research and development
arc not the sol e considerations in
building this plant. It will ultimately
produce electricity for the area at a
price reasonably commensurate with
the cost of generating electricity by
conventional means, considered for a
long term point of view.
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IIEIWBEE-l-/I
(Cont. froll/ f'c/ge 14)
pellant boosted rocket which is capable0: carrying payloads of 65 pounds as
IlIgh as 300 miles. Last year, an Aero-
bee 30 launched from Fort Churchill
Manitoba, climbed more than 260
miles.

Three stage versions of the Aerobee
arc now being designed for atmos-
phere and space studies at altitudes up
to 1,000 miles.

The Aerobee-Hi is extremely reli-
able. In over 250 launchings, more
than 90% were successful. Another
advantage is that only three men are
needed to set up and launch an Aero-
bee.

One .fac~or especially important to
most SCientific groups is that the rock-
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~ts cost about $35,000 each. Generally,
Instrumentation costs another $25,000
to $50,000. Field operations bring the
total cost of a launching up to nearly
$100,000. But this cost is low as com-
pared to large rockets of the Viking
or even IRBM class, which cost two
or three million dollars apiece .

Aerobee rockets have long pioneer-
ed man's eventual conquest of space.
They have been launched from nearly
every corner of the globe including the

-
Arctic Aerobees have been fired fro;
the deck of the D.S.S. Norton Soun

k
t'

. I' d rocebecoming the first hlgh-a tltu e .
d f shlp-to ever have been launche rom h

d dasteboard. Much of the ata use
II' d spacebasis of present day sate Ite an

... has been ac-
medlClI1e expenments, .' n the
cumulated by the Aerobee serIes I I'

. h first Ive
fourteen years SlI1ce t e h e

d d in t eslaunching. Data recor e . the
flights will be especially useful WI (1\'

. fi Id f meteoro 0/:)/relatively new e s 0

and weather forecasting.
• erSpartan Engine



Ifyour sights are set on space survival-

Scientist photographs the development of expcrimcntal "lunar"
plant at the Republic Aviation Corporation's "Lunar Garden."

-you'll find Photography at Work with you

Rochester 4, N. Y.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

important in the business and indus-
try of tomorrow, there are new and
challenging opportunities at Kodak
in research, engineering, electronics,
design, sales, and production.

***
If you are looking for such an

interesting opportunity, write for
information about careers with
Kodak. Address: Businessand
Technical Personnel
Department, Eastman
Kodak Company,
Rochester 4, N.Y.

you can set your sights where pho-
tography does not playa part in
advancing work and simplifying
routine. It saves time and expense
in research, on the production line,
in the engineering and sales depart-
ments, and in the office.

So in whatever you plan to do,
take full advantage of all the ways
photography can help.

CAREERS WITH KODAK:

With photography and photographic
processes becoming increasingly

Sb~lving the problems of a human
emg r' .b lvmg In outer space has
ecome the task of scores of engi-

neers ch .. ' emlsts and botanists. And
serving th. em as a valuable working
tool ISph to ography. I t records the
growth of .~ . expenmental plants and
ungl that can well become the

space voyager's food supply. Through
autorad' h'
b

.lOgrap y It can show the
a sorptIOn f ... 0 cosmic radIOactive
matenal tr ..th ' ace Its circulation within

e organism.
There's h dl fiar y a eld on which
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Interview with
General Electric's Byron A. Case
Manager-Employee Compensation Service

Your Salary
at General Electric

1togress Is Ovr Most Imporl-emf Prot/ue!

GENERAL. ELECTRIC

Several surveys indicate that salary is
not the primary contributor to job
satisfaction. Nevertheless, salary con-
siderations will certainly play a big
part in your evaluation of career op-
portunities. Perhaps an insight into the
salary policies of a large employer of
engineers like General Electric will
help you focus your personal salary
objectives.

Salary-a most individual and per-
sonal aspect of your job--is difficult to
discuss in general terms. While recog-
nizing this, Mr. Case has tried answering
as directly as possible some of your
questions concerning salary:

Q Mr. Case, what starting salary does
your company pay graduate engineers?

A Well, you know as well as I that
graduates' starting salaries are greatly
influenced by the current demand for
engineering talent. This demand es-
tablishes a range of "going rates" for
engineering graduates which is no doubt
widely known on your campus. Be-
cause General Electric seeks outstand-
ing men, G-E starting salaries for these
candidates lie in the Upper part of the
range of "going rates." And within
G~neral Electric's range of starting sal-
anes, each candidate's ability and
potential are carefully evaluated to de-
termine his individual starting salary.

Q Ho:,; do you go about evaluating
my ability and potential value to your
company?

~ We evaluate each individual in the
hght of information available to us.
t~e of degree; demonstrated scholar~
shIp; ~xtra-curricular contributions; work
expen.ence; and personal qualities as
apprBlsed by interviewers and faculty
m~mbers. These considerations deter-
mme where within G.E.'s Current sal-
a~y range the engineer's starting salary
wIll be established.

Q When could I expect my first salary
increase from General Electric and how
much would it be?

A Whether a man is recruited for a
specific job or for one of the principal
training programs for engineers-the
Engineering and Science Program, the
Manufacturing Training Program, or
the Technical Marketing Program-his
individual performance and salary are
reviewed at least once a year.

For engineers one year out of col-
lege, our recent experience indicates a
first-year salary increase between 6 and
15 percent. This percentage spread re-
flects the individual's job performance
and his demonstrated capacity to do
more difficult work. So you see, salary
adjustments reflect individual perform-
ance even at the earliest stages of
professional development. And this
emphasis on performance increases
as experience and general competence
increase.

Q How much can I expect to be making
after five years with General Electric?
A As I just mentioned, ability has a
sharply increasing influence on your
salary, so you have a great deal of per-
sonal control over the answer to your
question.

It may be helpful to look at the cur-
rent salaries of all General Electric
technical-college graduates who re-
ceived their bachelor's degrees in 1954
(and now have over 5 years experience).
Their current median salary, reflect-
ing both merit and economic changes,
is about 70 percent above the 1954
median starting rate. Current salaries
for outstanding engineers from this

class are more than double the 1954
median starting rates and, in some
cases, are three or four times as great.

Q What kinds of benefit programs
does your company offer, Mr. Case?

A Since I must be brief, I shall merely
outline the many General Electric em-
ployee benefit programs. These include
a liberal pension plan, insurance plans,
an emergency aid plan, employee dis-
counts, and educational assistance pro-
grams.

The General Electric Insurance Plan
has been widely hailed as a "pace
setter" in American industry. In addi-
tion to helping employees and their
families meet ordinary medical expen-
ses the Plan also affords protection
ag;inst the expenses of "catastrophic"
accidents and illnesses which can wipe
out personal savings and put a fam~ly
deeply in debt. Additional coverages m-
clude life insurance, accidental death
insurance, and maternity benefits.

Our newest plan is the Savings and
Security Program which permits em-
ployees to invest up to six percent of
their earnings in U.S. Savings Bonds
or in combinations of Bonds and Gen-
eral Electric stock. These savings are
supplemented by a Company Propor-
tionate Payment equal to 50 per~ent
of the employee's investment, subject
to a prescribed holding period.

. t if anF you would like a reprl11 0
J I t'tI d "11010informa tive artic e en l e, L
to Evalutl te Job Offers': by I!r:U'
E. Saline, write to SectIOn 9;)9 d'
General Electric Co., Schenecta Y
5, New York,
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